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Meetings and press releases April-June 1975 
Meetin2 number  Sub.iect  Date 
336m  Foreign Affairs  14-15 April1975 
337m  Agriculture  15 April1975 
338m  Economics/Finance  21  April1975 
339m  Agriculture  28-29 April1975 
340m  Foreign Affairs  5 May 1975 
341
51  Economic/Finance  20 May 1975 
342na  Agriculture  26-27 May 1975 
343ra  Foreign Affairs  26 May 1975 
344m  Economics/Finance  16 June 1975 
345m  Social Affairs  17 June 1975 
346th  Agriculture  23-24 June 1975 
347th  Foreign Affairs  24 June 1975 
348th  Energy  26 June 1975 
349th  Research  26 June 1975 COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
336th meeting of  the  Council 
- Foreign Affairs -
Luxembourg,  14  and  15  April  1975 
President:  Mr  Garret  FITZGERALD 
Wfinister for  For~Bign Affairs.(Ireland) 
461  e/75  (Presse  42)  gra/AH/mmr - 2  -
The  Qovernments  of the  Member  States and  the 
Commission of the European Communities  wer<.::  represented 
as  follows~ 
Mr  Renaat  VAN  ELSLAl'IDE 
Denmark: 
Mr  Ivar  N¢RGAARD 
Mr  J ens  CHRIS'rENSEN 
Mr  Hans-Jlirgen WlSCHNEWSKI 
France~ 
Mr  Jean  SAUVAGNARGUES 
Ireland: 
Mr  Justin KEATING 
.f!~::!:;y~ 
Minister for  Foreign Affairs 
Minister for External Economic 
Relations and  Nol'dic  Affairs 
State  Secretary, 
Ministry  of  Foreign Affairs 
State Secretary, 
Ministry  of Foreign Affairs 
Minister for  Foreign Affairs 
Minister for  Industry and 
Commerce 
Mr  Mariano  RUMOR  Minister for  Foreign Affairs 
Mr  Adolfo  BATTAGLIA  Deputy  State Secretary 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
461  e/75  (Presse  42)  gra/AH/jr  •••  /oo• Mr  Gaston  THORN 
Netherlands~  -----------
mr  M.  VAN  DER  STOEL 
IVIr  L. J.  BHIHIG:IORS'I' 
Q:~~!~2:-~~~g2:2.~~ 
Mr  James  CALLJ1GHAN 
Commission~ 
Mr  Frffilc;;ois-Xetvier  ORTOLI 
Sir Christopher  SOI\.MES 
mr  Claude  CHEYSSON 
rllr  Albert  BORSCHETTE 
0 
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President of  t:he  Government 
minister for Foreign Affairs 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
State  So,:.Totary1 
Ji\.>1·oi ;;:n  .Affairs 
Secretary of  State  fo1·  1'\,_L·"i r':n 
:l.nd  Cnr,unnlli'JC:ll t.11  /\ffni rs 
President 
Vice-President 
Nlomber 
0 
0 
461  e/75  (Pressc  42)  ott/AH/mmr - 4  -
CONSl!'MERS 
The  Coill1cil  adopted 9  ill the official languages  of the 
Commill1ities,  the Resolution on  the  preliminary programme  for 
a  consumer protection and  information policy. 
Aware  of the  need  for the  COlmmmi ty to  conduct  a 
policy which consolidates and  reinforces  the  various 
activities in this field 9  the  Cm.mcil  affjrmed its 
commitment  to  imvrvvjng  the  qualit;y of life fo1·  Em·()pean 
consumers.  ~:he  various  expcJ.·inlr,ltl.::  -;ll  }JJ.·•,c:,.t·c.;,.;:.;  .in  the 
colmtri  o::;  o.r  Lite  onl  m·t~·r·rl  ('oJill1ll111i ty are  conducive  to  the 
rise of new  ideas in this field  whj_ch,  comhinr>r'l  wi  1.11  Ll,.·  , ... 1.;_ .••  1 
beig taken by  the  Member  States as  a  whole 9  make  it 
possible to  view the  status of  consunwrs  and  the  quest 
for  a  better balance  in the  defence  of their interests 
differently than in the past. 
The  main  aims  of the  programme  are~ 
effective protection against  risks to  the health or safety of 
c onsulTters 
effective protection against  threats to  the  economic 
interests of consumers 
colilpensation for  damages  and  appropriate  aid  and  advice  in 
obtaining them 
educating  consu.rners  and  keeping  them  informed 
consultation and  representation of conr.rumers  when 
decisions affecting them are  in preparation. 
Lists of priority action will assist  in the attain-
ment  of these  objectiveso 
461  e/75  (P:r·esse  42)  ott/AH/ jr H.IV.75 
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The  fields which  are  of particular importance  for 
consumer  health prot('Ction and  safet;y are as  follows~  food
1 
cosmetics  and  c1etcrgents 1  tools and  consumer  duraillcs, 
automobiles,  textiles,  to;ys 7  rhngl::rous  substnnces,  objects 
which  cor;w  into  contctCt  Pith food  prcl<'ln.__:ts 1  medicinal 
pre:parations 1  fertil  i  7.(,1"'8  rmd  T'Cc;"Li ei dns,  and veterinary 
prodv.cts  fr.Jr  nni m.'>l  fe>c:r1i ng  n sc:-s. 
Thl;  pl·t>t_;,.L'ril'ill'tco  l"tn·Lf,r·:t·  lJluvj ci>:s  for  t}1t-!  ltc-n·'""" i '/,:.Ll,.inn  of 
tlHl  general  conditions  guYt..:TTJ·ing  <·•·1'~"";''·t·  .a·cJht,  in•~ln•liY<,rr 
hiro-pnrchn.se,  conswncr protection against  1111 LnlLhful  or 
misleading  advertising and  o.gainst  ce:rt~tir"  abusi  vc  tr<1de 
practj_ces.  The  information required by the  Comnission  to  put 
forvrard  proposals  towards  this  Gnd  will  b.:- supplmncnted  by 
studies. 
As  for a2.si sto.nc  c:'  and  compensation,  the  prograEmw  also 
provides for  a  series of studies 1  with particular reference  1 
to  systems  of  B.id  and  advice  in the  ME:mber  States  :::md  also 
on  s;ystems  for waking  complaints,  arbi  tratiOl"l  and  out-of-court 
settlement  on  disrutos. 
Priority forms  of action concerning  consumer  information 
comprise:  more  '.'ddesprcod publicity on  the  relevant general 
principles and rules,  as for  exaL1plc  on labelling7  and 
cor;JparJtivc  tests D.nd  studios  on  consumer·bc:hayiour.  il.s  for 
consu11.cr  training,  provision is made  for addi  tion.al  studies 
by  the  Commission  in  conjunction with  tbe  Member  States 
461  e/75  (Prcssc  42)  son/LG/mnr - 6  - 14.IV .1975 
and  consumer  organizations to  promote  consumer  education 
at school,  university and  other  educational  establishments 
and  by  furthering teacher training and  the dissemination of 
information on  a  wider  scale. 
This latter aim will be  pursued  by  means  of  a  comparative 
study of  the  various  types  of  consumer  consultation, 
representation and  participation employed  in the Member  States, 
by  improved  co-ordination of  work  carried  out  by national 
consum~r organizations  and  by  reminding Member  States that 
consumer  representatives may  be  appointed  to  the Economic  and 
Social  Committee. 
1r:/hen  implementing this  programme  the  Commission will  take 
account  of  the  studies and  vvork  already undertaken by the 
Member  States,  international bodies  and  consumer  organizations, 
with vvhich it will  engage  in collaboration '·vi th the latter 
in order  to  enable  the  Con@unity  to  take  advantage  of work 
which has  already been  carried out. 
This  progamme  is to be  considered as  the first  stage  of 
a  more  extensive  programme  which  may  well  need  to  be  developed 
in the  course  of  timea.  The  aim  is to  include this first phase 
within four years. 
461  e/75  (Presse  42)  gra/AH/em  • eo/ • o  • 14.IV.1975 
RAW  MATERIALS 
The  Council  c:onducted.a general  debate  on  raw materials 
in the  context  of relations with developing  countries,  thereby 
following  the  instructions given  to  the  Council  by  Heads  of 
Government  at the  European  Council held in Dublin" 
·In the  course  of this discussion tbe  Council noted that 
it·  was  a  matter of urgency  that  a  common  policy be  frcuned 
coyering all the·various aspects  of raw materials  and  in 
particular relations with developing countries 
the  Member  States  should  engage  in  close  co-ordination 
at  Community  level as regards their positions within  the 
various  international bodies  dealing with raw materials. 
Consequently 7  the  Council  directed the  Permanent 
Representatives  Committee  to  continue  its discussions  on  the 
basis of the  g~-:idelines  evolved  in the  course· of the meeting 
with  a  view to  elaborating a  joint policy  on  the matter, 
which  wot...ld  take  account  of the  timetable  of the  various 
international meetings now  s~~-:;d.uled. 
461  e./75  (Presse  42)  gra/AH/lmc - 8  - 14.IV.75 
EEC-GREECE  ASSOCIATION 
The  Cow1cil  signified its agreement  to  the  texts of 
the  Additional Protocol  to  the  EEC-Grecce  Association 
Agreement  and  the  Interim Agreement  to  be  conclude(!. consequent 
on  the  accession  of new I1.lember  States to  the  Community. 
These  texts will  enable  the  association between  the 
Cormnuni ty  and.  Greece  to  be  applied  to  the  three  new member 
States of  the  Community  in accordance  \Vi th the  agreed 
provisions.  The  Interim ..:i.greement  is aimed  at  tho  advance 
implementation  of  certain provisions tmder  the  f~ddi  tional 
Protocol relating to  trade. 
In addition,  the  Co1mcil  agreed  to  propose  to  the  Greek 
delegation that  these  texts  be  signed at  a  meeting of  the 
EEC-Greece  Association  Council  to  be  held at ilmbassador level 
in Brussels  on  28  April. 
FISH  FATS  AN])  OILS 
Following  a  brief discussion,  the  Council  agreed  to 
direct  the  Permanent  Representatives  Committee  to  resume 
its examination  'Ni th a  view to  finding  a  solution  to  the 
matter as  quicldy  as  possible. 
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OVERALL  I.1EDITERRANEAI·~  APPROACH 
The  Council  held  a  full. exchapge  cf views  on  the 
progress made  in tbc negotiations with the  various  countries 
of the rnedi terranea.n basin. 
_ ·  The  Council  approved  tlle  substa.nc e  of  the  outcome  of  the 
n•egotia.tions  with  Israel  and  co~1sequently agreed  t0  take  the 
neces~;ary steps for tbe  entry into  force  of  the  Agreement 
between  the  EEC  and  Israel  on  1  July, 
The  Council  also  agreed  to  speed up  the  internal 
}Jroc eedingG ·still to  be  completed  cone erning the  overall 
l'llecli terranean approach,  so  that  the  Commissi-::m  may  brines  the 
negotiations V\'i th the  r-naghreb  countries  to  a  close  \-c"ith  all 
possible  speed, 
Lastly,  the  Co1.:mcil  instn.1cted  the  Permanent  Hepresent-
ativc:s  Cornmi ttee  to  bc,zin  V·'orl~  on  the  development  of  the 
overall  approach. 
461  e/75  (Presse  ~~2)  ott/AH/rnmr  . . ,  I ... ;• 
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EMERGENCY  AID  TO  VIETNADH 
The  Council  signified its agreement  to  the  Commission 
proposals  for  the grant  of  immediate  aid to  victims 
of  the  rocent  events  in Vietnam.  This  emergency humanitarian 
aid totals  590  metric  tons  of  skj_mmed-milk  pm,.rder  together 
with  300,000  UA  for the  purchase  and  transport  of  back-up 
food  aid  and  medical  supplies  (through UNICEF)  9  as  \'.'ell  as 
1,000 metric  tons  of  cereals and  100  metric  tons  of  skimmed-
milk  powder  as  part  of  an agreement  with  the  Red  Cross. 
Finally,  the  Council welcomed  tho  Commission
9s  intention 
to  submit  similar proposals within the  near future. 
461  e/75  (Pr12sse  42)  gra/AH/em - I  - 14.nr.75 
HISCELl./tNEOUS  DECISIONS 
'J:lb1?.  Council  E!dopt~c;d,  in the ·off:i.cial  le:n~rJ.ages  of  the, 
C  omrr:uni t i e  ~>, 
-·  tl:tc~  1\egulations 
f.i.xiJVZr  for  th.:  1975/'1976  me._r};:eting  Y•2ar,  the  mon·l;b.ly 
}:IJ:'i (: r)  i!1Cl"·ea.s e s  (::e:r··c<Ll z;  ~  ~.Y}1Gs.t  a.::Jc~- r·yo  <:>1)r~  ~:1.11\) 
1.~.'.!1 nEtt  t. s  f.!.~jtl  rr1ea:t  ~ 
-·  amendi11f{  lmnex  I  to H·:;giAlation  (EEC)  No  865/68 
concerning  (:er*t::;.t.n  p:~odiJ  .. ctf;  (f.rlri·t  a:r~d  ~Jegeta.C~les) 
:fall  within  trH0  st~bh8adin,9,; 20.06  :a  II of  the 
l·:  nr o,r  ,.,  .~  ....  c...:..  Til'-'"'  :-1·  !,(""'  'il'~. f't'  0)  ~-
·0Jn.~1to.;l.:.  tdlt.}  wCl.i..t~":)  •:::t ....  l  ..  ;: 
"'r'''"''''t;',L·~·l""'  n,.,P'"Ul~:t·i  t':"~  (E•:V:C')  1''•J  10.::;-;:jr:)t:;  Ol'•  t'r1e>  imnr'I~t- ~~- Jtv,t""·'  •  (;::::  ...••  ~.t_1  ._.._._  •- ...  - ,  -·_I"  l  +  .J1l:...  ~"'  U  ,.  ~- --~-,- ~  ...., 
~1r1.d  ~->.<1)0rt  s~.rf.~tenl  :fol~  ~?r~odti.ct-s  i:r:co{;e;~.s£;~d  f.r·o~n  ;~~ereals 
··~ J'l ;ll  'r'•  <~  ~..,.  ~_:  .. 
c:t,  .1...'~  t..  1,  ,.-I""  l 
research in the textile sector; 
ztro·~·:Y"~.t)~r1[::  ~2et:;:.ll;;.ti.or·~  (I~-E~-C)  {q·o 
.;~oo.~l~  fed~  ~:-u:::.;torno  -:;=~L1X'pOS~·3S; 
c  ~-:-+::r-:: n.~I :i. :r; er  t, c.  i)  tj~~. c  1'"1  t s :t  r·t:: 
11·fJ _p11.  c,  tJ1e  A·n?~  ~"<  to 
461  e/75  (F~0sse  42) 
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The  Council  approved  the  allocation of  the  second 
instalment  of the  Cornmu..'1ity  contribution to  the  United Nations 
emergency  operation to  assist  the  countries most  seriously 
affected by  the  recent  price  fluctuations. 
0 
0  0 
\ 
The:;  Council  approved  the  substance  of  the  three  Agreements 
between the  European_  Economic  Corm-:~uni ty  and~  respectively  9  the 
Kingdom  of  Laos  c-md  the  Republic  of. Sri  Lanka  on  trade  in 
fabrics of silk or of  \Vaste  silk other than noil 9  or of  cotton 
woven  on  ha.1'1dlooms  on  the  one  hand,  and  vvi th the  Kingdom  of  Laos 
on  trade  in hand-made  products  (handicrafts)  on  the  other. 
0 
0  0 
The  Council  gave  the  consultation 9  requested  by  the 
Commission,  on  a  draft  Commission  Decision  amcmding 
ECSC  Decision No  2-52  of  23  DecGmber  1952  determining the 
mode  of assessment  and  collection of  the  levies provided for 
in Articles  49  and  50  of the  ECSC  Treaty. 
0 
0  0 
The  Council  approved  the  Opinion  of the  Sciontific  ar1d 
Technical Research  Committe8  (CREST)  on  the  interest  for  the 
Commw1ity  of  the  draft  agricultural research projects proposed 
by  the  Yugoslav  delegation in the  context  of  co-operation in 
~  ·  ~t·-~·  -d  ·  '·  l  ~- 1  (C0°'n)  ;:,Clelk  lilC  a.l1  c;cc..:mlca  Il;scarc"1  '-'-'- • 
0 
0  0 
46!  e/75  (Prcsse  -·-1-2)  ott/ii.I-i/"-41 ,J 
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Tho  Council  gave  the  assent  requested by the  Conm1ission 
pursuant  to Article  56  (2)(a)  of the  ECSC  Treaty for the 
granting of  an  interest-free reconversion loan of 
4.6 million guilders  (approxirclately  1.38 rifUC)  to  ORNATEX  B.V.; 
this loan is intended for  the  extension of the  Kerkrade  West 
(Netherlands)  factory,  v1.•hich  specializes in the  treatment  of 
synthetic ·fibres.  r 
0 
0  0 
Acting  on  a  proposal  from  the Netherlands  Government 
the  Council  appointed Wir  C.A.  BOS,  Lector Vrijc::  Universiteit, 
member  of  the  Economic  and  Social  Committec 9  to  replace 
Mr  JflNSEN,  who  has  resigned,  for the  remainder of  the 
latter's tc::rm  of office  (i.e.  m1til  16  September  1978). 
In addition,  the  Council,  acting  on  a  proposal  from 
tho  Danish  Government,  appointed I·Jr  J.  STENJffi.RE,  Dansk 
Arbejdsgiverforening,  as  a  full  member  of the  Advisory 
Comrni ttee on  Social  Security for l'ligrant  Y!orkers  to  replace 
Mr  AREUNDSEN,  who  has  resigned 9  for  the  remainder of  the 
latter's tenn of office  (i.e.  m1til  26  April  1976). 
0 
0  0 
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The  Council  adopted  tho  following  Decisions  on  the 
Food Aid  Convcntj.on: 
Decision  on  the  i'in..,,~nci !·1g  by  the  Conmmni ty of certain 
expenditure  cone  nr~•i ng  food  aid in the  fo1·w  uf  cerPRls 
incul~rcd in  re>S1J•)•.;t  of  cc,l·l.:,in  ,.,  .• l:r>c,··1.·:ins  of the :rut•nl·,l.i,,n 
in Chilr;  t}n·vugh  the  (;;,  ~fv)l ~  ,~  ll,,l i  r•i'  "'(\/I.·'  (  u r>/f 3 
:i.mplomi:-,11 Le:;, Lion  plr-m) ; 
Decision  concludi.ng  the  Agrc:ement  between  the  European 
Economic  Comrmmity  Dxld  the  Turkish  Republic  on  the  supply 
of  common  whea.t  as  food aid  ( 5, 000 metric  tons  of  cOJnmon 
wheat  under  the  1973/74  il11plomcntation  plan). 
The  Council  8.,'lprovod  a  si;nplifi ed  procedure for aid 
managamont  by  the  Commission  in order to  accelerate the 
implementGl.tion  of its oivn  food  aid decisions.  Such  food  aid 
will  stLl.l  br.::  nmnaged.  01:1  tl'w  basis of  Co:.,mcil  Decisions,  but 
formal  agTen:1cnts  ;vi11  not  be  concluded in  0ach indi  viclual 
case. 
'I'h~s  procedure  vviLL  Dpp1y  to  all  forms  of  food  aid 
gran.tod  r1y  t.ho  CNlnci1  ::1.s  from  t1Ho  date;  of  implementation of 
the  ·i 97 4/7  '3  c Gl'co.1s  ;:1.i c1  prcgrr'.t..'llillC:. 
46·1  e/75  (:Prosse  42)  g~a.j;~.H/nmr  . ..  I ... <J• 
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The  Representatives  of  the  Go'Jernments  of  the  Member 
States of  the  European  Coal  and  Steel  Community  meeting within 
the  Council  adoptedy  in the  official languages  of  the 
Communities,  the  Decision  concerning exports  of  ferrous  scrap 
to  third  countries. 
461  e/75  (Presse  42)  gra/AH/em ·President 
COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS 
337th Council  meeting 
- Agriculture  -
Luxembourg9  15  April  1975 
I\1r  Mark  CLINTON 
RELEASE 
Minister  of  Agricultre  of  Ireland 
462  e/75. (Pressc  43)  ott/AH/em 15.IV.75 
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The  Governments  of the Member  States and  the  Commission 
of the ·European  Corrn::mni ties were  represented as  fqlJ,.ows: 
BelgiuD: 
I.1r  1\.lbert  L.AVENS 
Dennark: 
I•1r  Paul  DALSAGER 
Ger~1any: 
Mr  Josef  ERTL 
Mr  Hans-Jtirgen  ROHR 
France: 
Mr  Christian  BONNET 
Mr  Jean-Fran9ois  DENIAU 
Irelcmd: 
Mr  I.'lark  CLINTON 
Ttaly: 
mr  Giovanni  l'lARCOill~ 
Luxembourg: 
l.!fr  Jean  HAl'!IILIUS 
Mr  i\l  bert  BERCH:El'.1 
Hinister of Agriculture 
lhnister of f1.gricul ture  and 
Fisheries 
Minister of Agriculture. 
State  Secretary1  Ministry of 
Agriculture 
· I'hnister of Agriculture 
State  Secretary,  ministry of 
Agriculture 
I•h11ister for Agriculture  and 
Fisheries 
rhnister of .i\.gricul ture 
Minister of Agriculture 
State Secretary,  Ministry of 
Agriculture 
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Netherlands: 
Tilr  A. P .1.  Wl.fi1.  VAN  DER  STER 
United  Kir..gdom: 
Nr  Frederick PEAB::r 
. Ccmlllission: 
i":ir  Carlo  SCARASCIA  MUGNOZZit 
~.1r  P.J.  L.'\.RDINOIS 
0 
0 
J.hnister of fl6rieu.l  t1..tr~~  (md 
Fishoriee 
Winister of ilgri•Jul  t1~re, 
Fishericn::;  ru1d,  F·ood 
Minister of State, 
Departrnent  of  J~grieul  'ture  :for 
Scotlr...,_'ld 
Vice-President 
!I ember 
0 - 4  - 15.IV.?5 
FISHERIES  SECTOR 
The  Council  heard  a.  f?taternent  b~t  the  United K:i..ngdom 
delegation  emphasizing that in the  very  ne<..'l.r  futur~  ·  . 
Com.l'Ju.ni ty  m<~asures would  have  to  be  put in ha.11d  in the 
fisharies  sector to  cotUlteract  c~rtain diffictilties 
obtaining on  the market  and  that  the  pro  ems  arlslng 
By  way  of  conclusion  to 
a  nlunber  of delegations indicated that  they  concurred with 
the  v:ie1.r.rpoint  exprer:;scd  by  th\::  Urdted Kingdom  delegation, 
thE:  Cou:r1cil  2-gTeed  to  r.c smne  s.t  its nl:!':{t  mG:•3ting  ·i.. ts 
n:a:rk2:t  si  tu.atton  on  the  be. sis of proposals  which tl1e 
Gmwni ::;sian  unclertook  t:o  submj:t  to 
a:nd  to  carry  out  ,9.  joint  examinc-:d:ion  of the  outcor:H:::  or" 
ThE::  Co"J:.ncil  agreed.  tf)  di.rect  the  cial Corrunittee  on 
on.gcing  discus::::ions  in  the  c<nttt~.xt  o:f  th,:::  overe.11  approach 
to  Hedi terranean  eountrics  in order tc  E:nablE~ it to 15.IV.75 
- 5  -
WINE 
The  Com1cil  conducted  a  detailed discussion of  the 
short-term  economic  and  structural  proble!D.s  affecting the 
wine  sector. 
At  the  close of the  6iscussions it adopted  the 
Regulation lay,ing  down  general  rules governing  the  distil-
lat:lon of table wines  during  the  period from  7  June  to 
31  July  1975.  The  intervention price .for these  operations 
is fixed at 1.56  UA  per degree  per hectolitre. 
In order to  meet  the  special  situation of certain 
distilleries in the  Commu.Yli ty,  the  date  of application of 
the  Regulation  may vary in certain  cou.Yltries  provided that 
the distilln'tion period  does not  exceed  55  days. 
In  ord8r to  c::ounterac~  the  ternporary overlo8.ding of  the 
French  mark~t,  aid mc:_Y  be  gr::tnted for  the  stocking of  Italian 
table wines  imported  ~nto  Franr;c  on  the  basis of earlier 
contracts with  French buyers. 
In pddi  tion,  tho  Com1cil  adopted the  following 
Resolution  cone erning  thG  nev,,  guidelines  designed  to  balancE 
the market  in this  sect::)r~ 
THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROTlE:i\N  Cm.TI~UNITIES 1 
''ihereas  the  present  serious  ~-,urplus  un  the  t2"ble  wine 
market  proves  the  ner:d for n cvv  guidelines  in order to  curb 
the  dcvelopmcmt  cf wine  pruc"iuction  snd restore  t~1e  b2-lancc 
of  the  rnarkct  in both  tbc:·  1cng  :::md  the  short  term; 
462  e/75  (Presse  43)  gra/AH/:nmr  ...  / ... :·-'  - 15.IV.1975 
VVhcrGas  the last report  of the  Commission  had  shown  that 
wine  production already  exceeds  normal  forsecable utilization; 
Whereas  account  should  also·be  taken of  the  need  to  improve 
the  quality of  Comnnmi ty  wine  production in the  context  of 
measures  aimed  at  improving  the  wine  marlmt  situation; 
VVhereas  exceptional measures  for distillation have  been 
taken  in order to  permit  a  rapid improvement  in the  market 
situation, 
Agrees  with  the  Commission  on  the need  to  adopt  measures 
within  thE::  context  of Article  17(5)  of Regulation  (EEC) 
No  816/70  as regards regulations  concerning planting and 
replanting to  prevent  the  formation  of  structural  surpluses 
whilE::  promoting  a  policy of quality, 
Undertakes  to  adopt  these ·measures  by  1  August  1975i th.e .. CommissiOJ 
will  suboi  t  appropri<J.te  proposals  to  the  Council  in good  time, 
Agrees  to  exmnine  as  having  prL:,:-:-i  t~.T  all the  various 
amendments  to  be  made  to  the  basic Regulatiqns  in the  wine 
sector,  on  the  basis of  the  proposals  already made  by  the 
Council  and  in  the  light of its discussions  on  15  April  1975 
an.d  to  take  a  decision  by  1  August. 
462  e/75  (Presso  43)  ott/A.H/lmc  ...  I.  0  • - 7  - 15. IV •. 75 
Notes  the  Commission's intention of 
- adopting a  restrictive attitude toiNards  national aid under 
Article  15  of Regulation  (EEC)  No  816/70, 
- proposing to  the  Council measures  for .adapting the 
application of Directive  No  72/159/EEC  of  17  April  1972 
to the objectives listed above 1 
- to  re-examine after  1  January  1977  whether the  three last-named 
measures  should  be  continued in the light of the  effect 
of all the measures  taken. 
HOPS 
In response  to  a  request  from  the  German  delegation~  the 
Cormnission  stated that it intended to make  proposals  for 
amendments  to  the  regulation  on  hops  in time  for  the  Council 
meeting  in May. 
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on  Short-~en~ =conomic  ~nd  ?in2n~ial  Polici~s. ..  5  ... 
BUDGETARY  QUESTIONS 
The  Council  exc.mined  "Draft  Supplementary  and Rectifying 
Budget  H  o  1  of  the  Europe&"l  Communities  for  the  financial year 
1975. 
It instructed  the President  to  inform  the  European  Parliament 
of the position it had  adopted  on  this matter at  a  meeting with 
a  delegation from  the Parliament  on  Tuesday  22  April. 
The  Council  also  drew up  Draft  Supplementary  3udget  No  2 • 
.-..  ·.- I'  or  ..i:orn:::  0 
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rfliSCELLl"JmOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Council  adopted  in "the  official langu2.ges  of  the 
Communities, 
- RegJ.lations 
- increasing the  size  of  the  Community  tariff quotas  opened 
for  1975  for  certain textile products  originating in 
I1a1ta  by Regulati::ms  (E:SC)  I\Tos  2917/74,  29-!8/74 1  2919/74 
ancl  2920/74: 
- laying  do\1\f::l  general rules  governing the distillation of 
table  vvines  during  ttte  P';"riod  from  7  June  to  31  July  1975; 
- a  Resolution  concerning new  guidelines  designed  to  balm1.ce  the 
market  in table  wine 
a  Decision  ou  the  system  of  aid applicable  in France  to  the 
private  stocking  of table wine. 
0 
0  0 
'rhe  Council  agreed  rm  the  reply to  be  given  to  the  Fi\.0 
by  the  Community  regarding the  International Undertaking  on 
~orkd Food  Security. 
0 
0  0 
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Pursuant  to  its decision  in principle to  grant  emergency 
aid to  the  victims  of  events  in  South  Vietnam1  the  Council 
adopted measures  for  the  supply  of  590 metric  tons·  of  skimmed-
milk  powder  to victims  through  ffiHCEF. 
0 
0  0 
At  the  proposal  of  the  3elgian Government 1  the  Council 
appointed Mrs  II.  L.  DE  SCBRIJVEP,  Attache  bi;J  de  dienst 
"Internationale  sociale  asng8leg.enheden"  va2~:  F2.brimetal 1  as 
a..'l  alternate  member  0::1.  tile  ;.dvis::lry  C:muTJi ttee  on  Social 
Securi  t_y  for  I~::igra..'lt  ior\:;:ers  in place  of  I\!lr  LLhL\.L 1  who  h::w 
resigned 1  for  the  reme.3.:::ld.er  of  the  :.:::.·~ter
1 s  term  0f  office~ 
which  expires. on  28  .:~pril  1  ?75  o 
0 
0  0 
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The  Representatives  of  tl1e  Governments  of the Member 
States  of  the  European  Coal  and  Stsel Community  9  meet:i..ng  'Ni thin 
the  Council 1  adopted  the Decisions 
- on  the  rules applicable  to  imports  oi  lron  and  steel products 
covered  by  the  ECSC  Treaty  1  incltlding pig iron1  cast  iron and 
high-carbon  ferro-mangan8se 9  originating in State-trading 
countries; 
on  certain measures  to  be  applied.,  in respect  of State-
trading countries 7  to  trad  .. e  in iron snd  steel products 
covered  by  the  ECSC  Treaty 9  including pig iron9  cast  iron 
and high-carbon  ferro-mangar1e-se. 
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The  Governments  of the  ~[ember States and  the Com_mission 
of the European Communities  were  represented as  follows: 
Belgium: 
Mr  Albert  LAVENS 
Denmark: 
Mr  Paul  DALSAGER 
Germany: 
Mr  Josef ERTL 
W~ Hans-Jttrgen ROHR 
France: 
Mr  Christian BONNET 
Mr  Marcel  CAVAILLE 
Ireland: 
Mr Mark  CLINTON 
It~: 
Mr  Giovanni  MARCORA 
~.'Ir  Angelo  LO  BIANCO 
Luxembourg : 
Mr  Jean HAMILIUS 
Mr  Albert  BERCIIEM 
Minister for Agriculture 
Minister of Agriculture  and 
Fisheries 
Minister for Agriculture 
State Secretary,  Ministry of 
· Agriculture 
1\'Ii.nister for Agriuul  ture 
State Secretar?,  Ministry of 
Transport 
Minister for Agriculture  and 
Fisheries 
Minister for Agriculture 
Deputy State Secretary,  ~.'Iinistry 
of Agriculture 
Ministry for Agriculture 
State Secretary,  Ministry of 
Agriculture 
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Netherlands: 
ll:lr  A. P. L.iVr. M.  VAN  DER  STEE 
United Kingdomg 
l1r  Frederick PEART 
Mr  Hugh  BROWN 
Commission: 
n~ P.J.  LARDINOIS 
0 
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l\Iinister for Agriculture 
and  Fisheries 
Minister for Agriculture, 
Fisheries  m1d  Food 
0 
Parliamentary Under  Secretary, 
Scottish Office 
Member 
0 
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FRESH  POUIJTHYlVIF..AT 
The  C01.mcil  discussed certain problems  entailed in the 
amendments  to the  Directive  of  15  February 1971  concerning 
health problems  in trade in fresh  poultrymeat~  and  instructed 
the  Permanent  Representatives  Committee  to  deal  with this 
ma:tte::.~  once  more  in the light of the  initial points of view 
which  eaerged  from  the  debate,  so  that it could  submit  to the 
Council  a  draft  which  the latter could  ac1ont  at its next 
meeting~ 
532  e/75  (Presse  46)  son/PA/caj - 5  - 29.IV.75 
MOUNTAIN  j~ND  HILL  FAR!'<TING 
--··------·-~~·---~----~-· 
The  Council  adopted,  in the  official. lang~J.ages of the 
Commm1i ties  7  the Directive  o;:1  !nountain  and hill farming  and 
farm1ng  in certain other less-favoured areas,  and  the, 
Directives  concerning the  Cor~munity lists of the less-
favoured  agricultural areas of the  r!lember  States. 
The  financing rate.chargeable to  the  EAGGF  was  fixed 
at  255~,  on  the understanding that the  ConLmission  could 
propose  an  increase in this rate for future  years  before  the 
end  of  1975. 
532  e/75  (Presse  46)  lat/JP/jg - 6  - 29.IV.75 
COMMON  AGRICULTURAL  POLICY  STOCKTAKING 
The  Council  took note  of a  verbal report by the 
Chairman of the  Special Committee  on Agriculture  concerning 
progress in the  work  on the  common  agricultural policy 
stocktaking. 
After a  brief discussion,  the  Council  j_nstrU.cted  the 
Special  Committee  on  Agriculture  and  the  Permanent Representatives 
Committee  to  resume  their proceedings,  so  that the  Council 
could discuss  the matter thoroughly at a  forthcoming meeting. 
532  e/75  (Presse  46)  son/AH/jr  ...  / ... 29.,IV.75 
FISHE?cY  PRODUCTS 
The  Cotmcil  sic_;nified  its agreement  in principle to 
a  Regulation including h2.ke  in the  Annexes  ·!io  the basic 
Regul8.tion  on fisheries  and  on  a  second Regulation fixing 
for the  1975  fishing year  a  guide  price for hake,  as  a 
direct  consequrmce  of the  firs-t  decision.  The  gu.ide  price 
was  fixed  at  11000  UA  per metric  ton. 
On  the basis  of  this measure  the  Commission vvill  be 
able 1  by dint  of  the  "lJanagement  Committee"  procedure~  to fix 
a  derived  guide  price for  imports  of  fro?;en hake fillets 
from third countries. 
Finally,  with  an  eye  to alleviating the  Clifficulties 
obtaining in the  fisheries  sector,  the  Council,  pending the 
Opinion  of  the  European Parlicunent  c1elivered  pursuant  to  a 
Commission  proposal,  indicated that it was  favourably 
disposed  to the  temporary  institution of sid for private 
storage  of the  fisheries  products listed in Annexes  IIIA  and 
IVB  to the basic Regul8.tion  (frozen products),  on the 
understanding that  the  Conunission would  submit  a  survey  on 
storo.ge  me2.su:res  by  1  November.  The  Coamission did not  exclude 
the possibility of  i ~s having to undertake  certain. measures 
at  lVI~::msgement  Colllini ttee level within three months,  should 
storing still prove necessary. 
532  r::/75  (Presse  46)  gra/AH/ms - 8  - 29oiV.,75 
CULTIVATION  UNDER  GLASS  .  -
In an  introductory statement,  the  Commission  representative 
submitted to  the  Council  the  proposal  for  a  Regulation laying 
down  certain measures  for the  rationalization of horticulture 
under glass. 
The  purpose  of this  proposal is to  institute a  premium  for 
demolition which would  be  granted on  condition that  producers 
opting for the  premium  undertruce  not  to  extend their surface 
under glass  for the next six years.  Aids  likely to  increase 
the  surface under glass  would  be  prohibited during  the  time  of 
the  project (until the  end of 1975). 
The  Special Committee  on  Agriculture  was  instructed to 
brief the  Council  on  this subjecto 
COMPENSATION  FOR  THE  RISE  IN  THE  PRICE  OF  FUEL  ----------·  ··-
The  Conunission  representative  also stated his Institution's 
intention to  amend  the  communication of  12  June  1974  to  Member 
States  concerning national aid for the  adaptation of the horti-
cultural and  fishery sectors  to  developments  on  the  energy 
market.  Pursuant  to  this  amended  communication'  Member  States 
will be  authorized to  continue until 30  June  1976  to grant 
degressive  subsidies  to  compensate  for  the  rise in energy prices 
which have  occurred since  September  1973. 
In the  fishery sector,  the  system  for authorizing  subsi~ies 
is extended for six months,  i.e. until the  end  of the  current 
year. 
532  e/7)  (Presse  46)  win/.\H/me - 9  -
BEEF  ANTI  VEAL  MARKET  SITUATION 
The  Council  discussed the  current situation on  the 
beef  &~d veal market. 
In particular it examined  two  decisions that the  Commission 
had  taken to  lend flexibility to  the  arrangements  in this sector 
pursu&"'lt  to the  safeguard clause by  setting up 
- a  system  of import  certificates for certain beef and  veal 
products,  known  by  ... the .nrune  .. of EXIM 
a  special arrangement  for imports  of calves  and heifers for 
fattening during the  period when  the  safeguard measures  are to 
be  applied. 
Following a  vote  called for by  some  delegations  pursuant 
to  the  provisions of the  basic Regulation,  the  Council noted that 
there was  no majority in favour  of rescinding or amending these 
measures,  which will accordingly  continue  to  apply. 
532  e/75  (Presse  46)  :o;ml/ AH/pgnl  0  •  tJ/ 0  0  0 - 10  -
29.IV.75 
OVEHALL  MEDITERRANEAN  APPHOACH 
The  Council  conducted  a  detailed discussion  on  the 
problems  concerning the finalization of the market  organization 
measures  governing the  agricultural  concessions under the 
overall Mediterranean approach9  particularly as  regards 
processed fruit  and  vegetables,  citrus frui·t,  new  potatoes 
and  wine. 
The  Council  agreed  to resume  its discussions  on  the 
matter at its next meeting  on  agriculture. 
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COri.IPEr~'3ATO_ll_Y_£~.MOUNTS 
The  Cow1cil adopted,  in the  official languages  of the 
Communi ties,  the Regulation  o:'l  ·che  ceilings for compensatory 
amounts  in respect  of  pigmoat,  eggs,  ovalbt:unin,  lactalbumin 
and  paul  trymoat;. 
The  purpose  of this Reg·ulation is to limit  compensatory 
amounts,  in the  sectors  concerned,  only  to the  amounts_of  the 
import  levies,  so  as  to avoid deflections  of  trade  between 
one  Member  Sta·iie  and  another and  administrative  com)lications. 
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VARIOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Cormcil  adopted in the  official languages  of 
the  Communities 
- Regulations 
- determining for the  1975/76 marketing year the  single 
intervention prices for barley,  rye,  durwn  vYheat  and 
maize,  the principal marketing  centres for  common 
wheat  and the  derived intervention prices applicable 
at those  cen~res: 
- amending Regulation  (EEC)  No  1397/69  fixing standard 
qualities for certain cereals and  cate~ories of flour, 
groats and meal  and  the  rules for fixing the 
threshold prices of these  categories of  products~ 
- fixing the threshold -prices  for cereals for the  1975/76 
marketing year)  -
- ruuending  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2305/70  on  the  financing 
of intervention expenditure in respect  of the  domestic 
market  in beef and veali 
- amending Regulation  (EEC)  No  2824/72 as regards  the 
finruLcing  of certain ceasures by the  Guarantee  Section 
of the  EAGGFi 
- amending Regulation  (EEC)  No  766/68 as regards the 
sus1Jcnsion of the periodi-c  fixing of eA.rport  refunds 
on  molasses  and  sy1~ps7 
- on  the  organization of a  survey  on  the  ean1ings  of 
permanent  workers in agriculture; 
-·  the  second Council Directive  amending Directive no  70/524/EEC 
concerning additives in feedingstuffs. 
The  Council took  formal  note 
- of the member States'  agreement  to the  extension until 
1  December  1975  of the  Gentleman's agreement  on  nmintenance 
of the  status quo  with regard to national provisions  on  the 
common  standards applicable to the moisture  content  of certain 
fowl  carcasses~ 
- of the third financial  report  on  the  EAGGF  in  1973. 
0 
0  0 
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The  Council also  adopted,  in the official languages  of the 
Commu.nit ies, the  Reg1.1lation extending to other imports the  Annex 
to Regule.tion  (EEC)  No  109/70 establishing conunon  rules for 
imports  from  state-trading countries. 
0 
0  0 
The  Council  gave  its assent,  as  re~uested by the Commission, 
pursuant to Article  54-(2)  of the  ECSC  Treaty,  to the  granting of 
loans to beneficiaries other than underteJcings,  for the  fi:nancing 
of e.ccommodation for staff in the  ECSC  industries. 
0 
0  0 
On  a  proposal  from the Danish  Gover:mnent,  the  Council 
appointed !.'i'  H.  Find  AJ:illERSEN,  Civil Er_gineer,  Head  of Depc.rtment. 
Danish Semmenslutningen af Arbejdegivere  inden for Jorn-og 
retalindustrien,  as  Lember  of' the  Adviso!Jr  Committee  on 
Vocational Training as  a  replacement  for  T~r RASr:usSEN,  v1ho  has 
resigned,  for the  remainder of the latter's tei~ of office, 
which  ru~s until 30  JanuarJ  1976. 
0 
0  0 
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FOOD  AID 
Pursuant to the Food  Aid  Convention,  the Council  adopted 
a  Decision  concluding an  Agreement  between the European 
Economic  Community  and the Republic  of Mali  for the supply 
of maize  (6,000 metric tons  of maize- 1973/1974)  plan of a:et:t.on 
as  food aid. 
Under the aid programme  in. the form  of milk products,  the 
Council adopted a  Decision  concluding an Agreement  between the 
European Economic  Community  and  the World  Food  Programme 
for the supply of skimmed  mille  powder  (20,000 metric tons 
of skimmed  milk powder)  to  developing countries  as  food  aid  • 
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The  Governments  of the  l'llember  States and  the  Commission 
of the  European  Communities  were  represented as  follows: 
;§~!g~~; 
lVIr  Renaa  t  VAN  ELSL.ll.NDE 
Denmark': 
.Mr  Ivar N,0RGAARD 
1\lr  Jens  CHRISTENSEN 
])/ir  Hans-JUrgen  WISCHNEWSKI 
France~ 
Ivir  Bernard  DESTREW.t.AU 
Ireland; 
Mr  Justin KeATING 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
Einister for External Economic 
Relations  and Nordic .Affairs. 
State Secretary, 
Kinistry of lt'oreign Affairs 
State Secretary, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
State Secretary, 
])fiinistry  of Foreign Affairs 
Minister for Industry and 
Commerce 
lV1r  iYlariano  RUlVIOH  Minister for Foreign Affairs 
Tdr  Adolfo  BATTAGLIA  Depllty  State Secretary, 
fi.iinistry  of Foreign Affairs 
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Netherlands~ 
I~r 1.  J.  BJ.HT.KHOJ.ST 
United lCin.a-dom ~  __________  ..,. __ _ 
I.Ir,  Hoy  HA':i:<~.CE:RSLBY 
Commissio:J.~ 
Er Francais-Xavier  0~1'J:OLI 
Fr Al!Je:ct  :SO::~SCHE'f'i'E 
Er Claude  CEEYSSON 
iiir  Al-'ciero  SPINELLI 
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President  of  ·cJ'.e  Govern.11ent 
r:inister for  l~'orei2,11 Affairs 
Lii:···.ister  for Foreie:;n Affairs 
State  Secreta:c--y? 
Foreign Affairs 
Kinister of State; 
Foreign and  Co;:;nonweal th Office 
President 
I.o~ember 
I.·! ember 
0 
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ENERGY  AND  PRIMARY  PRODUCTS 
The  Council discussed the results of the preparatory 
meeting for the  Conference  proposed by the  President of the 
French Republic,  held in Paris from  7 to  15  April  1975.  It 
was  noted that the meeting had  clarified the various  points 
of view and  that all those taking part had  expressed  a 
desire to  continue the  dialo~e. 
The  Council also  confirmed the need to  give priority 
consideration to formulating an overall Community  attitude 
in respect  of primary products,  with particular reference to 
the  problems  of developing countries  and,  in this connection, 
to preparing a  constructive  Community  position for forthcoming 
international meetings  and in particular the  7th special 
session of the United  Nations  General  Assembly. 
The  Council noted that during May  the  Commission  would 
be  forwarding  a  further  communication  on  the problem of 
primary products.  The  meeting also heard  a  speech by  the 
United Kingdom  delegation summarizing the discussions which 
the Kingston  Commonwealth  Prime  Ministers'  Conference had 
held  on  the question of primary products,  on the basis  of 
suggestions  put  forward  by  the United Kingdom  Government. 
Finally,  the Council instructed the  Permanent 
Representatives  Committee  to  continue actively with its 
study of this subjecto 
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OVERl~LL WillDITERRANEAN  APPROACH 
The  Council  examined  the  situation regarding the negotiations 
with the vario11s  countries of the  lVledi terranean basin in the 
context of the overall approach. 
The .. Council agreed to  propose  to  Israel that the  signing 
of the  Agreement  with that country should take  place between 
now  and  15  May,  so  that the  Agreement  might  enter into  force  on 
1  July,  with the  proviso  that the  application of certain of its 
agricultural provisions  would  be  suspended until the  adoption of 
internal Community  measures  for organization of the market. 
The  Council  authorized the  Commission to  continue negotiations 
with the Maghreb  countries under the  same  terms. 
Finally,  as  regards negotiations with Spain·,  the  Council 
asked  the  Permanent  Representatives  Committee  to  examine 
outstanding  problems  and,  if possible,  to arrive at conclusions 
which would  enable negotiations  to  be  resuraed. 
536  e/75  (Presse  48)  che/JM/me  •  •• ;4' •• - 6  -
1'he  Co'Lmcil  discussed  ·che  problems arising in connection 
with the new  internal allocation of costs  incurced under 
the  Food  Aid  Convention  e.:.1ct  asked  the Permanent  Representatives 
Committee  to  resolve  this question in time  for the  Commu..11.i t;y 
to  accede  to  the Protocol  extending  the Food  Aid  Convention 
for  a  further year. 
536  e/75  (Presse  46)  ne:c;'J:./hmcg  ooo/oo• - 1- 5.V.75 
COUNCIL  1:EETING  OF  HEADS  OF  GOVERNliENT 
The  Council  briefly discussed preparations for  the next 
Council meeting of Community  Heads  of Government  scheduled 
for  16  and  17  July in Brussels. 
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1HSCELL.Al'J"EOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Council adopted in the official languages  of the 
Communities. 
- the Regulation 
- supplementing Annex  I  (A)  and  Annex  IV  (B)  of 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  2142/70  on  the  corunon  organization 
of the market  in fishery  products; 
- fixing the  guide  price for hake  for the  1975  fishing 
year; 
- on  the allocation for  1974  of appropriations from  the 
Guidance  Section of the  EAGGF  and  on certain final 
dates for the years  1974  and  1975; 
- the Decision authorizing the  Commission to negotiate  a 
legal instrument  enabling the  European  Economic  Community 
to  become  a  Contractinc; Party to the Customs  Convention 
on  the International Transit of Goods  (ITI  Convention). 
The  Com~cil also adopted  the Regulation  on  the  conclusion 
of the  Interim Agreement  between  the  European  Economic 
Communj_ ty  and  Greece  in consequence  of the  accession of new 
member  States to the  Community. 
0 
0  0 
536  e/75  (Presse 48)  gra/~lli/lmc  ...  / ... - II - 5.  v.  75 
The  Council  aut~orized the Commission  to initiate 
negotiations with Colombia  and nexico  for the  conclusion of 
voluntary restraint agreements  on  textile products. 
0 
0  0 
The  Council delivered the  Assent~  requested by  the 
Commission1  pursuant  to Article  55  (2)  (c)  of the Treaty 
establishinc; the  Europeml  Coal  and Steel Community 1  to grants 
of financial aid to  63  iron and  steel technical research projects. 
0 
0  0 
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The  Council  adopted  the  Decision appointing members  and 
alternate members  of the  Advisory  COJnr11i ttee  on Safety,  Hygiene 
and  Health Protection at Work  for the  period from  5  May-1975 
to 4 nay  1978. 
The  following  have  been  appointed~ 
member  A1ternate  Alternate  ------ ---------
A.  GOVERNMENT  REPRESENTATIVES 
Belgium  Mr  LAURENT  ~.'J:r  BENS  Mr  DENONNE  Mr  MEDAETS 
Mr  KLIESCH  rn:r  OFFERMANN  Dr  WAGNER  Dr MILDE 
Mr  S.A...'ULD  Mr  TOFT  Mrs  JENSEN  Mr  BLOU: 
Mr  LEVY  mr PASTY  Mrs  NETTER  Mr  CORVAISIER 
· G  e rtna.riy 
Der.lilark 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
mr KENNEDY  mr  MORRISON  Mr  11ITJ:SDEN  :Mr  0 ~BRIEN 
Dott,  FREDELLA  Dott,  GUERRIERI  Dott,  FIORE Dott.  FI0REN• 
Mr  SCHUSTER  Mr  MOUSEL  Mr  NEOSEN  Mr  Dm.tiTJTHTINb 
Dr WINCK  Mrs  ROOYAKKERS  Mr  :CLDERING  Mr  RTIIT~'IENS-
BEEW~TER  POEL 
United Kingdom rj1r  RICHARDSON  r,1r  BARGER  F-.llr  OWEN  Mr  BUCHANAN 
B.  TRADE  UNION  REPRESENTAT:fY:ES 
Belgium  Mr  SAUVAGE  Hr SILON  Mr  THYRE  Mr  COLLE 
Germany  Mr  KONSTANTY  Mr  lVIARKS  Mr  PARTIKEL  Mr  SCHUPETA 
Denmark  Mr  J,0RGENSEN  Hr  THORGRIMSON  Mrs  STALL  .....  Ur  ELIKOFBR 
W:tECHT  France  Il'!r  ATLAN  Tdr  ROUXEL  Mr·G  ILLON  Mr  G  AISI'ill 
Ireland  Mr  CASSELLS  Mr  0 'HALLORAN  Mr  DALY  Mr  KEATING 
Italy  Mr  TRACARICO  Mr  ROTA  Mr  FERIOLI  Mr  ROCCHI 
Luxembourg  Mr  RECH  I>'Ir  DUNKEL  lY.tc  IURKES  Mr  KLEIN 
Netherlands  Mr  HOGENES  Mrs  NIEUWENHUIS  Mr  de  BRUIN  r~1r  J .ANS SEN 
United Kingdom  Mr  L.:c  Mr  Mr 
536  e/75  (Presse  48)  gra/.AH/lcl.c  ...  / .. " - IV  - 5.V.75 
Member  Alternate  riiembel~ 
C.  REPRESENTATIVES  OF  EIVIPLOYERS v  ORGANIZATIONS 
Belgium 
Germany 
Denmark 
France 
Ireland 
11r  VAN  GAEVER  I\Ir  CLOQUET  Mr CORDY 
Mr  EBERSTEIN  Mr  WDifCKLER  Mr  ORTLEPP 
Mr  KAHR  Th~  STENBJERRE  Mr  RASr/IDSSEN 
Mr  CAVE 
Mr  RICE 
Lir  DELAGE 
1\lr  DOHERTY 
Mr  TASSIN 
mr  CL.l~.RIC~ 
Alternate 
Mr  LEONARD 
Mr  BISCHOFF 
Mr  HOLM 
Mr  DUBUISSON 
r~1r  CASSIDY 
Italy  Avv.  BIOCCA  Illr  PALLADINO  Ing.  BUSSETTI  Dott.  PACI 
Luxembourg  Mr  SC HlVITT  Mr  BERWEILER  Mr  MATHGZ!.'if  lVIr  BEFFORT 
Netherla..'1ds  Mr  den  BOER  I-!Iiss  de  QUANT  Mr  vru.1  GORKOM  Mr  RUYGROK 
United Kingdom  Mr  BRADBURY  T.1r  ROBSON  Mr  COBB  Mr  REA 
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The  Governments  of the I/Iember  States  and  the  Commission 
of the  European Communities  were  represented as follows: 
Belgium 
Mr  Willy DE  CLERCQ 
Mr  Cecil  DE  STRYCKER 
Denmark 
Mr  Per HA:E:IrrLKJ:lUP 
Mr  Kurt  H.ll..l\fSEN 
M:r  Eric  HOFFMEYER 
Germany 
lYlr  Hans  APEL 
l'Ir  Otto  SCHLECHT 
TvTr  Karl-Otto  POEHL 
Mr  Karl KLASEN 
France 
Mr  Jean-Pierre  FOURCADE 
IYir  Bernard  CLAPPIETI 
Ireland 
Minister for Finance 
Governor of the  National  Bank 
of Belgium 
Minister for Economic  Affairs 
State  Secretary for I:conomic 
Affairs 
Governor of the  National  Bank 
I'.'Iinister for Finance 
State  Secreta1~ for Economic 
Affairs 
State  Secretary for Finance 
President of the  BliD.desbank 
Minister for Economy  and 
Finance 
Governor of the  Bank  of France 
l\1r  Charles  MURRAY  Secretary-General,  Ministry 
of Finance 
Mr  T.IC  WHITAKER  Governor of the Central Bank 
629  e/75  (Prssse  51)  ers/CBB/  ea  ,. .,/  ••• Italy 
Hr  Emilio  COIJOmBO 
~fir  Rinaldo  OSSOLA 
Luxembour_E; 
Mr  :i:i.ayrnond  VOUEL 
Netherlands 
I•.h"  W.F  ..  DUISEifBEHG 
Wr  J~  ZIJLSTRA 
United King_doll!; 
I\~r  Denis  HEALEY 
C01mnission 
"'\ 
-'  20,.V.75 
minister of the  Treasury 
Vice-President  of  the  Baruc  of 
Italy 
Vice-President  of the  Government, 
IVIinis·!ier  for Finr,nce 
I'dinister for Ftnance 
President of the  Netherlands 
National  Bank 
Chancellor of the  Exchequer 
Mr  Wilhelm  HA"B'EPJ{.A1,1P  Vice.:..President 
629  e/75  (Presse  51)  ers/CBB/ea  .. u/  ... 
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1"'he  meeting was  also attended  by~ 
Mr  C.J.  CORT 
rflr  Eric  HOFFr!IEYER 
Mr  Charles  ?:1URRAY 
Il'lr  E.  I\'IALINVAUD 
0 
0 
Chairman  of the monetary 
Committee 
Chairman of  Goveno1~ of 
Central  Banks 
Chairmm~ of the  Co-ordinating 
Conunittee  on  Short-tenn Economic 
and Financial Policy 
Chairman  of the  Conuni ttee  on 
Economic  Policy 
0 
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In }Jre;?ar:?..tion for the next  meeting of the  I .IVI.F.  Interim 
Committee  i!J.  ?2.ris  from  9 to  13  Ju.ne  1975~ the  Cot.mcil  examined 
the  problems  to be  discussecL  especially the  proolem of the 
increase in the  I.m.F.  qnot2.s  end  certain amendments  to the 
IoM.F.  statutes. 
The  Council  worked  out  a  number  of guidelines  for the 
Member  States at the meeting in Paris  o 
629  e/75  (Presse  51)  ers/CBB/me  ...  / ... 5  20.V.75 
COii!IT:TUNITY  E.Y.:CHANGE  SYSTErl 
The  Council  heard  a  statement  from  the  French T:linister on 
the  return o:f  the French  franc  -~o  the  Community  e::cchange  system, 
known as  ·che 
11 snake" • 
r·c  noted  ·chis  sta·i;emont  with satisfaction and stressed ·!;hat 
it was  an encouraging  con~cribution to  the  ex·cension of the  area 
of monetary stability in 1<..11ro:pe. 
The  Council  instrt..lcted  the  COTIL1littee  of the  C·overnors  of the 
Central  Banl:s  1  concurren·cly vrith the  experts  from  the  GoverruneJ.rts 
of trw  r:ember States which  belong to  the  snake,  -Go  examine  -~he 
technical arrangements  for rein·cegrating the  French franc  and 
report  to  i·i;  at its mee·cing  on  16  June  nex·c. 
629  e/75  (Presse  51)  ton/BB/ms  • • ,j  ••• ·- 6  - 20.V.75 
Following an  excha.nc;e  of vievvs  on  the  Co!nn1unity 1 s 
participa·~ion in ·che  OBCD  arran~c;ements for e;q1ort  credits,  ·che 
Council  agreed  to  reswne  discussion of this  i·cem  at a  future 
meeting. 
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!!!§_~OQ_~ DECISIONS 
The  Council adopted in the official languages  of the 
CommunitiGs 
the  Regulations 
- deleting certain products from  the Annex  to 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  2603/69  establishing common  rules 
for exports 
- amending Regulations  (EEC)  Nos  2901/74,  2903/74,  2905/74 
2906/74  ~nd 2907/74  estaBlishing  ComL~~nity supervision of 
imports  of certain products  originating in Austria,  Iceland, 
Portugal,  Sweden  and Switzerland respectively 
- temporarily  suspending the  autonomous  duties  of the  Common 
Customs  Tariff on  a  nrunber  of industrial products 
- temporarily and totally suspending the  customs  duties 
applicable  in the Community  as  originally constituted on 
a  nwnber  of products  imported  from  the ne'i'l  Member  States 
~·  supplemc1rtinr::  Annexes  I  and  II of Regulation  (EEC)  No  3042/74 
on the  ta:c'iff  treatment  of  certaj_n products  intended for use 
in the  construction,  maintenance  and  repair of aircraft 
-modifying Regulation  (EEC)  No  1107/70 on  aids  granted in 
the field of transport by  railway,  road and inland watervvay 
the  Decisions 
- on the  improvement  of the  situation of  railJVay undertakings 
and the harmonization ol'  rules  governing fJ..nancial  relations 
between such undertakine;s  and States 
- on the  import  a~~angements applied in France  in respect  of 
unvn~ought alruninium  from  State-tradi.J:l.g countries 
~ amending Decision 71/237/EURATOlW  adopting a· five-year 
research and training programme  of the European Atomic 
Energy Community  in the field of fusion and  plasma physics 
629  e/75  (Pre sse  51)  thy/DJI'.T/kb 
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the  Directives 
- on  the  approxima·cion  of the laws  of the member  States 
relating to  aerosol  dispensers 
- obliging the Member  States to maintain minimwn  stocks  of 
fossil  fuels  at thermal  power stations. 
The  Council  ~so adopted  in the official languages  of 
the  Cormnuni ties  (  ) , 
the  second Directive  on the  approximation of provisions laid 
down  by law,  regulation or administrative action relating to 
proprietary medicinal  products 
- the Directive  on  the  approximation of the  laws  of the Member 
States relating to  analytical,  phar;naco-toxicological  and 
clinical standards  anct  protocols in respect  of the  testing oj: 
proprietary medicinal  products 
the  Decision setting up  a  Pharmaceutical  Cormnittee. 
The  Council  further  adopted.  in the  official languages  of 
the  Communi ties the Directives  on  the  apj_Jroximati.")Y.t  of the 
lmvs  of the i'!Iember  States relating to 
the  steering equi9ment  of wheeled agricultural or forestry 
tractors 
the  power  connection fitted on  wheeled agricultural or 
forestr3r tractors for lighting and  light~signalling devices 
on tools,  machinery or trailers intended for  agriculture  or 
forestry 
the  suppression of radio  interference :producec.  by  spar1;:-
ignition engines fitted  to  wheeled.  agricultural or forestry 
tractors. 
These  Directives  form  part  of  a  series  of texts  intended 
to  harmonize  national technical  requiren1Gnts  for  the safety of 
motor vehicles. 
~17------·-··-·-----·-------·-···-··--
(  )  See  press release  No  173/75  (I>resse  19)  of  11  Fe1Jruary  1975. 
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The  Council  adopted in the  official languages  of the 
Communities  the Decisions  concluding agreements  between the 
European Economic  Community  and 
- the  N~gasy  Republic  on  the  supply of flour of soft wheat 
as  food  aid  (4,000 metric  tons  of soft wheat  in the  form 
of  2,649 metric tons  of flour of soft wheat  - 1971/72 
implementation plan) 
- the  World  Food  Pro~ramme on  the  supply of cereals  to 
developing  countries  as  food  aid  (30,000 metric tons  of 
unprocessed  cereals-1973/74  implementation plan). 
0 
0  0 
On  a  proposal  from  the  Italian Government,  the  Council 
has  appointed Dott.  Edoardo  BAGLIANO~  Confindustria - Director 
of the  Legal  Department  of FIAT,  a  member  of the  Economic  and 
Social  Committee  to  replace  l'.Ir  GAJ:l.Il'JO,  who  has  resigned,  for 
the  remainder of r.'Ir  GARIN0
9s  term of office,  that is until 
16  September  1978. 
0 
0  0 
629  e/75  (Presse  5;)  ole/DJM/hmcg  •••  / ••• - IV  - 20.V.75 
The  Council  adopted  in the  official languages  of the 
Co!Thilunities  the  Decisions  on  the  formation of the  joint 
undertaking "Schnell-Bruter-Kernkraftwerksgesellschaft 
mbH  ( SBK)"  under Articlo  ~-9  of the  :Suratom  Treaty  and  on  the 
granting to  that undertaking of certain advantages  l~eferred 
to  in Annex  III to  the  Treaty  (tax exemptions). 
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The  Governments  of  the Member  States  and  the  Commission  of 
the  European  Communities  were  represented as  follows: 
Belgiu;·n: 
mr  Albert  LAVENS 
Denmark: 
lVIr  Poul  DALSAGER 
Germany: 
Mr  Josef ERTL 
Mr  Hans-Jurgen  ROHR 
France: 
Mr  Christian BONNET 
Ireland: 
Mr  Mark  CLINTON 
Italy_: 
Mr  Giovanni  MARCORA 
Mr  Arcangelo  LO  BIANCO 
Luxembourg: 
Mr  Jean HAMILIUS 
Mr  Albert  BERCHEM 
674  e/75  (Presse  55)  swa/ js 
Minister for Agriculture 
Minister for Agriculture 
and  Fisheries 
Minister for Agriculture 
State Secretary, 
Ministry for Agriculture 
Minister for Agriculture 
Minister for Agriculture 
and  Fisheries 
Minister for Agriculture 
State  S~cretary, 
Ministry for  Agricultur~ 
Minister for Agriculture 
State Secretary, 
Ministry for Agriculture 
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.J:ietherlands:.  ,·:: ..  : 
Mr  A.Poi,.M.M.  VAN  DER  STEE 
United  Kingdom~ 
Mr  Frederick PEART 
Commission: 
Mr  P.J.  LARDINOIS 
0 
0 
26.V  .. 75 
Minister for Agriculture  and 
Fisheries 
Minister for Agricultvre, 
Fisheries and  Food 
Member 
0 
Also  present  on  Tuesday  27  May  1975: 
France: 
Mr  Marcel  CAVAILLE 
0 
674  e/75  (Presse  55)  ell/el 
State Secretary, 
Ministry of Transport 
0 
0 
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BEEF  AND  VEAL 
The  Council briefly discussed the  situation in the beef and veal 
market. 
In view  of the  fact  tl:rat  the  situation of the  market  in adult 
povine  animals  and  calves  in certain Member  States,  particularly 
Irelru1d~  was  causing  concern~ the  Council  requested the  Commission 
to  keep  a  close watch  on market  trends  in this sector. 
IMPORT  OF  TU1~ FISH 
Following discussions  on the  decisions  taken  by  the  Commission 
to  extend the  safeguard measures  applicable  to  the  import  of tunny 
fish  intended for industrial processing1  the  Council took note  of 
the  Commission's  intention to  take  the  necessary decisions  to  extend 
beyond  1  July  1975  the  temporary  application of the  safeguard  clause 
to  the market  in France  and  to  increase  the  amount  of aid for private 
storage. 
In this  connection it noted that the  Co~nission intended using 
this period of time  to  prepare  a  proposal to  increase  the  reference 
price  for tunny  fish. 
674  e/75  (Presse  55)  swa/BS/js  . .  ··~· .;  ...... . - 5  - 27.V.75 
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OVERALL  APPROACH  TO  THE  MEDITERRru~EAN 
The Ccmricil ·eiarnined  in a·e})th  the  veiri-011~  problems  in the 
agricultural  sector posed by  the negotiations with the  countries 
of the Mediterranean. 
··•  '_ 
The deb'ate  enahled the Council  to  appi'eciate  more  clearly 
the  different  FtS}JO<.;"bS  of the  p.l·ulll PTrl8  b~fore it.  Snrli;:; b~ltl;·j nl 
PTOO'r8SS  WaS  made  '(~0TII'<'I"I"Iil1'~ ·I.-liP  ,;..,.Hir1nli11,:;,::  :~l<>111~  hrhich  0  .._,  ,_  .__.. 
The  debate brought  to  light  a  nwnber  of points requiring 
more  detailed analysis.  The  Special  Committee'  on Agriculture 
will  contir.iue its work  hi this respect· on the basis. of,  in 
particular,  further figures  and  suggestions  which  the 
Commission·  will  present. 
Conscio'vls  of the urgent need  to  reach concrete  conclusions, 
the  Council has  agreed  to  proceed  in the  following  mann'er: 
- the Ministers of Agriculture will hold  ar1  informal  exchru1.ge 
of views aimed  at  working  out  more  precise gu.2.delines  at 
their meeting in Duhlin  on  9  June  1975;' 
- the  Council  will  take its decision  concerning this subject 
at its session  devoted  to  agricultural aff&irs  on  23  ru1.d 
24  June  1 975  in Luxembourg. 
674  e/75  (Presse  55)  el  .  .  ,;  ... 
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MISCELLANEOUS  STATEMENTS 
The  Council  took formal  note  of miscellaneous  statements  on 
- national aid measures; 
- the  si  tuatj_on  on  the  colza market; 
- refunds  to  producers  of maize; 
certain veterinary problems  (policy towards  non-member  countries, 
the veterinary  fund,  fresh poultrymeat); 
the varieties of  common  wheat  suitable for making bread which  are 
cultivated in the  Community; 
- the  situation on  the  sugar market. 
It also  took formal note  of observations made  by  certain 
delegations  and  the  Co~nission on  these topics. 
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The  Council  adopted,  in the  official languages  of the  European 
Communities,  Regulations 
fixing the market  target price  (149.96  UA/100  kg)  and  the  intervention 
price  ( 142.71  UA/100  kg)  for olive oil for the  1975/1976 marketing 
year 
- amending Regulation  (EEC)  No  1878/74  laying down,  for the  1974/1975 
wine-growing year,  the  price to  be  paid for alcohol  delivered to 
intervention agencies under the  obligation to distil the  by-products 
of wine-making  and  the  maximum  amount  of the  contribution towards 
this price  by  the  Guarantee  Section of the  European Agricultural 
Guidance  and  Guarantee  Fund 
- extending the  scope  of Regulation  (EEC)  No  1067/74  on  t~ common 
organization of the market  in dehydrated fodder to  cove-~ certain 
products  processed  from  potatoes 
- amending  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1192/74  on aid for dehydrated  fodder. 
0 
0  0 
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MISCELLANEOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Council  adopted~  in the  Qfficial languages  of the  European 
Corrummi ties,  the  Regulation setting up  a  European Foundation for the 
improvement  0f living and  working  conditions. 
The  Foundation will have  its headquart·er$  in Ireland. 
0 
0  0 
The  Com1cil  adopted the text  of the draft  EEC  - Turkey  Association 
Council Decision amending the  concept  of  o::.~iginating products  for the 
purposes  of the  implementation of Chapter  I  of Annex  6  of the 
EEC  - Turkey  ACJ.di tj_onal ProtocoL  The  draft Decision will be  submitted 
for adoption by  the  EEC  - Turkey  Association Council by  means  of the 
written procedureo 
.  The  Council adopted,  in the  offlcial languages  of the  European 
Communities~  the  Community  implementing regulation for the  above 
Decisiono 
0 
0  0 
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The  Council approved the  draft Agreement between the 
European Economic Community  and  the Republic  of Austria on  the 
simplification· of formali  ·ti,es  in respect  of goods  traded between 
the  European Economic  CommUnity  on  the one  hand  and  Greece  and 
Turkey  on  the  other hand when  the  said goods  are  re-exported 
from Austria. 
0 
0  0 
On  a  proposal  from  the United Kingdom  Government,  the 
Council  appointed Mr  D.J.  SULLIVAN- Department of Employment 
Member  of the  Advisory Committee  on  Freedom  of Movement  for 
Workers· in place  of Mr  SMAR'l'  for the  remainder  of the latter's 
term  of office, i.e. until 17  March  1977. 
0 
0  0 
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FOOD  AID 
Under the  1972/73  implementation plan,  the  Council 
adopted the Decision concluding an  Agreement  between  the 
European  Economic  Cornmuni ty and  the  Catholic Relief Service 
for the  suppl;y- of soft  .. wheat. flour  ( 11,952 metric  tons of soft 
wheat,  in the  form  of 7 1 915  metric  tons of soft wheat flour) 
as  food  aid, 
Under  the  1975  programme  of aid in the  form  of milk 
products,  the  Council  adopted 
- a  Regulation laying down  general rules for  the  supply of 
skimmed  milk  powder  ( 43,010 metric  toris)  under the  1975. 
food· aid  programm~ to  certain developin.g.countries  and  to· 
certain international organizations. 
- a  Negulation  on  the  supply of skimmed.milk  powder  (43,010 
metric  tons  - with  a  reserve  of 3,800 metric  tons)  to 
certain developing countries  and  to  certain'international 
organizations 
- a  Decision  on  the  establishment of the procedure  for 
implementing  food  aid in ths  form  of  skimmed  milk  powder 
(39,210 metric  tons). 
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The  Governments  of the Member  States  and  the  Commission 
of the  European  Communities  were  represented as  follows: 
Belgium 
Mr Renaat  VAN  ELSLANDE 
Denmark 
Ww  Ivar  N~RGAARD 
Ww  Jens  CHRISTENSEN 
Germany 
Mr  Hans-Dietrich  GENSCHER 
Mr  Hans-JUrgen  WISCHNEWSKI 
France 
Mr  Jean  SAUVAGN&.ttGUES 
Ireland 
Jr.tr  Paul  .KEATING 
Ital:t: 
.ll!"...r  Mariano  RUMOII. 
Luxembourg 
Mr  Gaston  THORN 
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Minister for Foreign Affairs 
Minister for External  Economic 
Affairs  and  Nordic  Affairs 
State  Secretary, 
Ministry of Foreign  Aff~irs 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
Minister of State, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
minister for Foreign Affairs 
Secretary-General, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
...  / ... Netherlands 
Mr M  o  VAN  DER  STOEL 
United KingdOI;! 
Mr  Roy  HATTERSLEY 
Commission 
j\.'Ir  Frangois-Xavier  ORTOLI 
Sir Christopher  SOAMES 
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11inister for Foreign Affairs 
Minister of  State 
Foreign  and  Commonwealth  Office 
Pl~esident 
Vice-President 
0 
0 
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PORTUGAL 
The  Council  discussed the position to be  taken by:the 
Community  delegation at the meeting of the  Join.t  Corrnni ttee 
entrusted with the  task of  applying the  current  Agreement 
between the  EEC  and Portugal 1  to be  held in Brussels  an 
28  May  for the  purpose  of  carrying out  the  procedu:re laid 
down  in Article  35  (1)  of the  Agreement. 
The  Council  also agreed  on  the  steps to be  taJ.ren  l:)y  the 
Cornr.au.ni ty ru1d  the  Member  States before the  summer  reces·s  with 
regard to  continuation of the procedure.  It aiso  asked.  the 
President to discuss  with the Portuguese authorities,  on  the 
occasion of his  forthcoming visit to Lisbon,  the  arra~gements 
ru1d  conditions for  a  meeting at ministerial level between the 
Com.rnuni ty and Portugal,  to be  held in the near future  w~  th a 
view to strengthening their ties and furthering Port;ugal 's 
development. 
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PROBLEMS  OF  RAW  MATERIALS  IN  THE  CONTEXT  OF  THE  FORTHCDMING 
INTERNATIONAL  DEADLINES 
The  Com1cil  took  stock of the  situation with regard to 
preparation for  the Ministerial meeting of  the  OECD  to  be held 
in Paris  on  28  and  29  May  1975. 
The  Council  then heard a  speech by President Orto.li .intro-
ducing  the  communication  submitted by  the  Commission  to  the 
Council on  the  problems  of raw materials in the  context of 
relations with the  developing  cotultries which  export  raw mat-
erials. 
The  communication attempts  to  define an overall approach 
based on  a  series of  concrete actions,  with a  view to  resolving 
the  problems and  concerns of  the  developing  countries  in  the 
field of raw materials  .. 
It takes account of the  forthcoming international deadlines, 
in particular the 7th special session of  the General Assembly  of 
the United Nations,  and is designed to  allow the  Community  to 
take  an active part in these  L~ternational discussions  in a 
spirit of  constructive  dialogue. 
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The  Council  thanked the  Commission  for  this  important 
communication,  which was  greeted favourably  by all the  dele-
gations at this initial stage. 
The  Permanent  Representatives  Committee  was  instructed to 
proceed with dispatch to  a  detailed  examination of this  com-
muniqo.tion. 
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Th~.  Jovernments  of. the Member  States ancl  the  Commission . 
of the  Europea~ Communities  were  represented as  follows~ 
Belgium: 
-----~-
Mr  Willy DE  CLERCQ 
Mr  Cecil DE  STRYCKEH 
Denmark~  -------
Mr  HAEKKERUP 
Mr  Knud  HEINES EN 
Mr  Kurt  HANSEN 
Mr  Eric  HOFFMEYER 
9:~E~~;y:: 
Mr  Hans  APEL 
Mr  Otto  SCHLECHT 
Mr  Karl KLASEN 
France: 
Mr  Jean-Pierre  FOURCADE 
Mr  Bernard  CLAPPIER 
Ireland: 
Mr  Richie  RYAN 
Mr  T  "Ko  VffiiTTAKER 
Minister for  Finance 
Governor  of the National  Bank 
of Belgium 
Minister for Economic  Affairs 
Minister for Finance 
State Secretary, 
Ministry of Economic  Affairs 
President  of the National Bank 
Minister for Finance 
State Secretary,  . 
Ministry of Economic  Affairs 
President  of the National Bank 
Minister for Economic  Affairs  and 
Finance 
Governor  of the  Bank  of France 
Minister for  Finance 
Governo~ of the  Central Bank 
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---.-~ 
Mr  Emilio  COLOMBO 
Mr  Rinaldo  OSSOLA 
Luxembour_f.;:  ......... ____ 
-:--~....:1 
Mr  Raymond  VOUEL 
Netherlands:  --------
Mr  W  c F.  DUISENBERG 
Mr  J ~  ZIJLSTRA 
l!!_!ited_~ing~Qg!: 
Mr  Robert  SHELDON 
Commission:  ---------
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Minister for the Treasury 
Deputy  Governor  of the  Bank 
of Italy 
Deputy President  of the 
Government, 
Minister for Finance 
Minister for Finance 
President  of the Netherlands 
Bank 
Minister of State, 
H.M.  Treasury 
:Mr  Frangois-Xavier ORTOLI  Pre~ident 
Mr  Wilhelm  HAFERKAMP  Vice-President 
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OFFICIAL  VISIT  OF  THE  PRESIDENT  OF  IRELAND 
As  part  of his official visit to the Institutions 
of the  European Communities1  the President  of Ireland, 
Mr  Cearbhall.  o~DALEIGH, visited the Council during its 
344th meeting,  accommpanied  b;y- JIIIr  Garret  FITZGERALD, 
Minister for Foreign Affairso 
At  the  ceremon;y·  which marked this occasion,  speeches 
were  made  by Mr  Richie  RYAl~,  President  of the  Council, 
Mr  Frangois-·Xavier  ORTOI,l s  President  of the  Commission, 
and  by  President  O'DALAIGHo  The  texts  of these  speeches 
are given  in the Annex  in the  order in which they were 
deliveredc 
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ECONOMIC  SITUATION 
.  .  .  .  . 
The  Council briefly discussed the  economic--situation 
and  problems  in the  Community  in mid-1975  and  the  outlook 
for:further development  and  requested the  Commission to 
take  account  of the  information supplied by the Melflbers  of 
the  Cmmcil when  drawing v.p  the  second  quarterly report  on 
the  economic  situation in the  Community  which it will  sub~it 
to the  Council for its meeting in  July~ 
COMMUNITY  EXCHANGE  SYSTEM 
The  Council noted  with satisfaction the  progress  so 
far made  towards  the  de  jure rejoining of the  11snake 11  by 
.the French franc.  Having heard  and  taken note  of the 
statements  on this matter by Mr  Willy DE  CLERqQ~ Minister 
for Finance  of Belgium,  on behalf of the  snake  countries 
and  by the  Chairman  of the Monetary Committee,  it hoped 
that definitive reports  could  be  submitted to it for its 
next  meeting  on  10  Julyo 
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DISCUSSIONS  WITHIN  THE  IMF 
The  Council heard a  statement  by  1'/Ir  Willy  DE  CLERCQ, 
Minister for Finance  of Belgium,  on  the  conclusions to be 
drawn  from  the meeting  of the  Interim Committee  of the  IMF 
in Paris last week.  The  Council agreed that the agenda 
for its meeting in July would  include preparations for the 
next meeting  of the  Interim Committee  of the  Il'IIF,  scheduled 
for the  end  of August. 
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MISCELLANEOUS  DECISIONS 
Freedom of establishment  and  freedom· to  provide  services 
The  Council adopted,  in the  official languages  of the 
Communities, 
the.Directive  concerning the mutual  recognition of diplomas, 
ce:r:-tificates  and  other  evidence  of formal  qualifications· in 
medicine,  fncluding measures  to facilitate the  effective 
exercise  of the  right  of establishment and  freedom to 
provide  services; 
the Directive  concerning the  co-ordination of prov1s1ons 
laid down  by law,  regulation or administrative action in 
respect  of activities of doctors; 
the Decision setting up  an Advisory Committee  on  Medical 
Training; 
the Decision setting up  a  Committee  of Senior Public  Health 
Officials; 
the  Recommendation  cnncerning nationals  of the  Grand  Duchy 
of Luxembourg who  hold  a  diploma  in medicine  conferred in a 
third country; 
the  Recommendation  on the clinical training of doctors. 
This  series  of instruments  comprises all the  rules 
necessary for the  effective  exercise  of the  right  of 
establishment  and  of freedom to  provide  services  by doctors  in 
the  Community.  Besid.es their practical implications  for 
medicine,  these rules  should set an  example  for achieving the 
same  objectives  in other sectors,  and  particularly in the 
other liberal professions  and  the  para-medical professions. 
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The  Council  also adopted in the  official languages  of 
the  Commv·1.iti ee,  the  Directives  on 
measures  to facilitate the  effective exercise  of freedom 
of establishment  and  f:;_~eE?c19.m  to  provide  services in respect 
of various activities  (ex ISle Divisions-01  to-85 .conce.m:i,ng 
in particular the:  prod.uction and maintenance  of certain 
transport  equipment,  certain tra.11sport  and  postal 
telecommunications  ser'J"ices,  and certain recreational 
and  personal  servicGs)  anc1~  in particular,  transitional 
measures in respect  of those activities; 
measureS'  -l;;o  facilitate  effective  exercise  of freedom  of 
establishment  and  freedom to provide-services in respect 
of itinerant activities andr  in particular,  transitional 
measures  in respect  of those  activites~ 
The  Council  adoptecl,  in the  :,fficial languages  of the 
Communities,  the  Directjves 
- conceTI'line  the quality J:'equired  of  slu~f'3.ce water intended 
for the abstraction of drinking water in the JJhmber  States; 
on  the  disposal  of W'3.ste  oils, 
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Food  Aid 
Under the  1970/Ti  and  1973/74  plans  of action,  the 
Council adopted  in the  official languagec:  cf the  Cornrmmities 
the Decision. concluding the Agreement  between. the  European 
·Economic ·Community  and  the  Republic  of Rwanda  on the  supply 
of common  wheat  flour  ( 1  ~ 500  metric  tons  U..l"l.der  the  19'10/71 
programme  and  1 1 500  metri.c  tons  under the  1973/74  programme)a 
U:rider  the  programme  of aid  in the  form  of milk products 
for 1975f  the  Cmmcil adopted,  in the  official languages  of 
the  Communities~ 
the  Regulations 
- laying down  general rules: for the  supply of .milk fats 
as  food  aid  ·:  certain developing countries  arJ.d  certain 
international organizations under the  1975  food  aid 
programme; 
- on  the  supply of milk fats  (4 9 550  metric  tons  of butter-
oil)  as  food  aid to  certain developing countries  and 
certain international org2X1izations  under the  1975  food 
aid programme; 
- the  Decision  on  the arrangements  tu  oe  made  for the  supply 
of milk lats as  food  aid  (total quantity 0f fats 
corresponding to  43 9400  metric  tons  of butteroil)., 
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Commercial  Poli~ 
The  Council  adopted in the  official languages  of the 
Communities 
- the Rsgu.1 at  ions· 
temporarily  suspending the  Common  Customs Tariff duties 
en a  number  of agricultural products, 
amending Regulation  (EEC)  No  950/68  on  the  Common  Customs 
Tariff, 
extending the  common  list of liberalized products annexed 
to Regulation  (EEC)  No  1439/74  on  common  rules for 
imports; 
the  Decisions 
- authorizing the  Commission to negotiate  a  legal instrument 
enabling the_European Economic  Community  tc beeome  a 
Contracting Party to  the  European Agreement  on  the 
Exchange .c)f  Tissue·-typing Reagents, 
- authorizing the  extension or tac·i  t  renewal  of certain 
trade  agreemen"ts  concluded between Member  States and· 
third countries; 
- the  directives authorizing the  Commission to begin negotiations 
with  Macao~  Singapo~e and lilalaysia with  a  view to  concluding 
voluntary restraint agreements  on  textiles. 
0 
0  0 
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On  ~'- proposal  from the United Kingdom  Government,  the 
Council appointed Miss  BoDo  lVIAC  LEAN  a  member  of the Advisory 
Committee  of the  Euratom Supply Agency to replace 
Mr  P,  DAWSON~  who  has  resignedr  for  t~e remainder of the 
latter's term of office)  that  is until 31  Dejcember  1976. 
0 
0  0 
ThG  Council  adopted the Opinion of the Scientific and 
~~-~echnical Researe;h  Committee  (CREST)  on the  interest to  the 
Community  of the  food  technology research projects  proposed 
by the Swedioh delegation in the  context  of co-operation in 
the  field.  of c-.:cientific  and  technical research  (COST)., 
0 
0  0 
id'tr:!'  O\?EJg  co:'.'lsulted.,  -pursuant  to Article  5(1)  of 
Connissiol': Decision No  .::/71/ECSC 1  the  Council  agreed to 
2.dd~Lt:~.on3.l  :~'in:=mcial measures  by certain Member  States to 
~ssi~t the  coal ffiining  industry in 1973  and  to  financial 
J'lea[rL'..~c:s  :)y Member  States to assist the  coal mining industry 
ir.  ··974-
?48  e/75  (:Fresso\6::::)  hip/DJM/vh ANNEXE  I 
Speech of Welcome  by the  President-in-office of the  Council 
of I•lli..."listers,  Mr.  Richie  Ryan  T.D.,  Minister for  Finance  of 
Ireland on  the  occasion of the official visit of the 
President of Ireland on  ~1Ionda.y,  June· 16, .1 975. 
I11!r.  President, 
Fagann an meath ata tagtha._::ar  chtirsai  eaonamaiochta ar fud 
a::-1.  domhain  - an meath is measa  agus  is  faide  a  mhair le 
·1 ,-,:d:heh~P.r'l  bliain - c1iraimi  troma ar Airi Airgeadais  agllS 
Bacnamaiochta.  Is  cuis Inhor  athais  duinn,  a  Uachtar~in, 
tli a  bhei.th  i  lathair ag cruinniu seo  na n-Air:l.  Ni miste 
leat rna  ghlacaimid leis gurab  ionann tu a  theacht  i  lathair 
anseo  agus  aitheantas  a  bheith rf thabhairt agat,  mar  cheann 
st<ht,  don  tabhacht  a  bhainearm leis an obair ata ar siul ag 
~!.8.  hair{ ag iarraidh fadhbanna ar linne  a  re'i  teach. 
(The  present global  economic  decline,  the most serious  and 
pr?longed for  almost half a  century,  imposes  grave· burdens 
upon Ministers  for  Finance  and  the  Economy.  Itcis therefore 
a  cav.so  of  considera-ole  pleasure  to  us,  ll'lr.  President,. that · 
you  sho1.;.ld  grace  this meeting  of the  Council  of Ministers. 
We  respectfully interpret your  presence  as  a  recognition 
by  c_  Head  of.State .of  the  importance  of the  work being 
discharged -ny  Ministers  in grappling with the  problems  o.f 
,·:r~1.r  time~  ) 
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It is  a  happy  coincidence  that your visit should take 
place  during the  Irish Presidency of the  Council  so  that it 
fa-ll:Rto-me  to  wel-come  you  on behalf of my  colleagues  the 
members  of the  Council  of Ministers.  It .is  a  great honour 
.  .and  a  great·pleasure for us all;  and  I  bid you the  warmest  of 
welcomes  - a  Cead  Mile  Failte. 
This  is the first time  that the  Head  of State of a  Member 
c:ow1try  has  paid an official visit to  the  Community  Institutions 
ln their own  righti  and your visit is therefore  doubly memorable. 
And  it provides  in itself tangible  evidence of the  growing impact 
of the  Oommu11i ty on  the lives of all the  citizens of all our 
countries.  Moreover,  that it should be  the  Head  of State of 
the  Most  Western  Atlantic bordering Member  country who  is 
visiting us  is a  reminder  of the  extended  dimension  the  Community 
has  acqui~ed¥  I  am  sure  that  the_  Founding Fathers  of our 
Cownnmi ty would.  have  boen happy to  think that this visit,  with 
,:_;,ll  its imp:::..icatione,  would  have  t&ken place  in this year in 
whlch  we  <:ce  celebrating the  25th Anniversary  of the  Sch1J.man 
D.Jclara-tion. 
This  is  a  Community  in which  personal  examples  have always 
:tllayed  an  important part.  And  your  Excellency,  Mr.  President 
if l  may  say so,  has  made  clear your  devotion to  the  European 
id.ce,l  both as  r.:.  Judge  of the  European  Court  of Justice  and now 
j_n  the highest office in your  - and my  - country.  Because  of 
tllis it s.eems  to  me  that your presence here  is the  outward 
.cmcl  visible  sign of the attachment  of Ireland to  the  European 
·:'..)lDnuni ty and her  determination to  participate fully in our 
co~~on entGrprisc  for  the  construction of Europe,  and  the 
·oe+;ter:nent  elf  the  world. 
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Mr.  President,  I  wish to  assure  you that the  Council  of 
Ministers  shares  you_!.  aims,  your  ·l;e 1 i.Af~  and you.r  id,.:Jals.  It 
too  is determined to  play its part in the  buj  1 rli.ng  of Europe, 
for this is a  detL:rmi:n:tLiml  which is a  guicli ng  force  for all 
the  goverlm1ents  which  form this  JnwLlL11t:Lon.  Our  common 
purpose  is strong;  and  we.  believe that it is  a  aound basis 
on which  to build for all our peoples  a  futur1.1  o:t"  proslJerity, 
stability and  peace. 
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Allo8utior.· de  lVI.  Fro.ngoin-Xavj~r OH'l'OT.T,  rr4sident  de  la 
Com11iRni.on  elf's  r.ormHlll1Antc8  Plll'vlJCc>J-rnes 1  lors  de  la visi  te 
officj_elle  du  President  de  l  ~ Irlande,  M.  r;,..A.1:hh:""J J  o •  Dt\LAIGH, 
le  16  ,juin  1975  •·  Ll..<:xembourg 
Tvicmsieur  le Pr{sident  de  l~Ir~.ande,  j'aurai l'ocr;aRion 
demain,  au  no:~:  de  la Commission  des  Cornrnunn.utfs  Ru.t,,1,0nm•M1, 
d.e  VOU.S  dire  Combien  llOUS  ressentons  1 'honne1Jr  CJ.U8  VOUS 
faites a nos  Institutions .en  venant  leur rendre  visite 
aujourd 'hui  je ne  peux  que  Ele  joindre  aux paroles  que 
vient  de  prononcer l\1.  RYAN.  I,a  Com"'!lission,  dons  ce  Conseil 
des Ministres,  partage les sentiments  qui  vous  ont  ete 
exprimes. 
Vous  etes  ven'.~ voir le C.mseil  au travail et quel 
Conseil,  c eJ_ui  des Ministreo  des  Finances  qui  ont la respon-
sabilite  de  nous  aider a "!Jreparer  J 'union  economiaue  et  - '  .  .  -
monetaire,  mais  d'abord aujourd
1hui,  de  r8tablir dans  nos 
pa;'{S  et  Q 
1 aider a retabli;c·  danS  le ffiOnde  Un  equilibrG 
fortement  compromis  :  les hon:.:nes  qui,  au  nom  de  la Col7l1Ilu-
naute  exercent  directement la tG.che  si lourde  de  :preparer 
u."l.  avenir  6conomique  plus heureux. 
Votre  presence,  m.  le President,  temoigne  de  votre 
a..ttachement  persorJlel a l 'idee  europeenne..  Permettez-moi 
de  le  dire,  nous  ne  pouvons  pas  oublier que  le President 
de  1 'Irlande  a  ete  jusqu.'8.  son  elevation a la plus haute 
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Cligni te  dans  soh pays,  notre  collegue,  membre.  des  Insti-
tutions  corrnne  nous-memes.  Mais  je vois  dans  votre visite 
pl-:_;_s  que  ce  temoignage  personnel  du  prix  que  vous  attachez 
2  l'Europe.  Vous  etes venu- Premier Chef d'etat a faire 
une  tell.e visite  8.UX  Institutions en tant  que  telles -
:rom:  ox~pr:irrH .l  I 'a[, l;nchemeut  de  votre  pays a 1 'idee  de  la 
,  ,,.,,"':.£,J.  Ouj.,  crest laplace  de  lrirlande  dans notre 
C•)1flli11JYIFrnte  que  vous  mf-1.1'Y.uez  ainsi,  et aussi  ce  que  la  · 
Con!!u·,mnuLA  ,_.u.J:..l.t·c~nG.nte  pour l'Irlande. 
1Vl.  J..e  President~ 'les six mois  qui  sont  en train de 
s  ·· achGver  ~  nous  ant  donne  un  temoignage  particulier de  ce 
q_u
1 ef3t  votre  pays  dans  l•Eu.rope  et  de  ce  qu•il peut  faire 
~,)ou:::- l  9 Eu.rope.  Six mois  d 1une  presidence  courageuse, 
-~c·i;i vo,  imat::inati  ve  ou  nous  avons  vu.  les Ministres  du 
G.::n-..~er'Y.l.emont  irlandais assumer la responsabili  te  de  la 
pre)sj_dence  des  differents Conseils  avec  non  seulement 
la 'l8lo:.1te  de  :faire  triompher les interets  de  1 'Europe 
1::::-:.j_G  at~.ss~  ~me cel.paci t8  ~  · et  encore  une  fois  )l  une  c.rdeur 
u~:.d  ::u~.l.s  ont  bea'vt.coup  frappes.  Voila  ce  qu 'apporte un 
~J<ws  comr!~e  12  votre  lorsqu 'il s 'engage  dans  une  action 
q~'il  jugs  capitale. 
~~ venant  aCA.jourd 'hui,  vous  si  tuez  cE:t  engagement 
a.  SOil  plus haut ni  7Gau.  C 'est ainsi  que  nous  ccmprenons 
·v·ct:--e  visi  te  a  nos  Institutions  o  Il s 'o.gi  t  de  faire 
l
1Europe!  ce  qui  est la tache la plus urgente  et la plus 
,~,0bl;;;;·,)  Votrc  presence ici, a vous  qui  asswnez 1as plus 
l:e.utes  res:ponsabilites  en Irlande,  en temoigne  avec 
~clat.  Naus  vous  en remercions. 
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Text  of address by  the  President of Ireland rilr  Cearbhall 
1 
O'DALAIGH  to  the  Council of the  European  Communities 
16th .June  1975  - Luxembourg. 
Monsieul~ le;  President  1  Messieurs les Membres  du  Conseil  1 
permettez-moi  tout  d'abord  de  vous  remercier  de  l'honneur 
que  V'.)US  ill
18.Vez  fait  en ID 9lnvitant ici a rendre  ViSite a 
cette Instj_i;ution tres irnportante  des  Communauteso  Permettez 
moi  aussi 1  Monsieur le President,  et Monsieur le President 
de  la Conoissio11,  de  vous  remercier do  ln.  chaleur de  l'accueil 
.  ,  ~  '  ;  t  '  .  ,.  que  vo1..::.E  nous  avez  reserve  a  mon  epouse  e  a  mo1-meme. 
Il est difficile d'imaginer qu'il n'y  a  qu'un peu 
plus  de  vi:ngt-cinq ans  que  Robert  Schuman  a  expose  aux 
peuples  d 
9 T.·urope  les grandes  Lees  qui  allaient etre a la 
base  des  Communautes  europeennes.  L
9aspiration vers une 
Europe  unie :n' tHai  t  pas  q~1elque chose  de  nouveau  1  n1ais  c 1 est 
q  Robert  Schwnanp  fran9ais  ne a Luxembourgp  qu
9il a  appartenu 
d 
1 expliquer corrunent  c ette aspiration pourrai  t  devenir une 
re.a:J_i te.  Robert  Schwnc;m  etai  t  un visionnaire  1  E1ais  il a 
r.ompris  aussi  que  pour creer une  Europe  integree  1  il fallai  t 
qu'elle soit profondement  enracinee  dans  la realite 
·~"'r;·~.id.isnne  ~  Pour Robert  Schw:m.n 1  ln.  construction de  l 
1 Europe 
representait  9.utre  cho.se  que  la simple  realisation ·d 1Un. 
dcssein abstrait.  Pour reprendre  ses propres paroles  : 
"l'Eu.rope ne  se  fera pas  d
1un  coup 1  ni  dans  une  construction 
.:i'ensemble.  Elle  se  fera par des  realisations concretes 
creant d'abord une  solidarite  de  fait"o 
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Quiconque  a  habite  Luxembourg  et a  traverse  chaque 
jour le pont  Grande-Duchesse  Charlotte.pour aller au 
Kirchberg connait fort bien ces paroles,  gravees  sur le 
monument  Robert  Schwnan,  qui  fut  ino.ugure  en  1966,  le 
meme  jour que  le pont. 
Moins  d
1un an  npres  que  ces paroles  eurent  cte 
prononcees,  la France,  l'Allemagne, 1'Italie et les pays 
du  Benelux signaient le  18  avril  1951  le  Traite de  Paris 
instituant la Communaute  Europeenne  du  Charbon et de 
l'Acier, ·jetant ainsi les bases  d. 'une  future  Europe  unie  o· 
Si l'on jette un regard sur les vingt-cinq dernieres 
annees,  en se  souvenant  de  l'etat de  destruction et  de 
division dans  lequel  se  trouvait l'Europe ala fin de  la 
deuxieme  guerre mondiale,  la transformation qui  s'est 
produite  est rien moins  qu8  stupefiante.  Au  sein de  la 
Communaute,  les barrieres douanieres  ont  ete  supprimees, 
les riouvell8s  poli  tique·s  communes  sont entrees  en appli-
cation et ues  Institutions supra-nationales ont  ete  creees 
qui  ont  amens  les Etats membrGs  a  un  degTe  d'unite  et 
d'int6gration que  meme  les plus optimistes d'entre nous 
n'auraient guere  ose  imaginor quant Robert  Schuoan fit sa 
celebre  declaration..  L'instance  qui  preside  a  cette 
transformation et  qui  dans  une  large mesure  en_detennine 
le rythme,  c'est le Conseil  ..  C'est a lui qu'appartient 
la tache  del::.cate  de  decider a  tout moment  de  l'ampleur 
et de  la rapici.ite  du  processus  d'integration.  Rec.oncilier 
l'ideal avec  la realite,  telle est_peut-etre la fonction 
essentielle  du  Conseil,  auquel il incombe  de  rechercher 
ce  qui  est acceptable  ~ar·tous dans le  foisonnement  des 
pratiques nationales  des  Etats membres .. 
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Il y  a 1  grave·es  sur un autre monument  qui  se  trouve 
ici a IJuxembourg,  place Guillawne  1  d.  Q aut  res paroles  qui 
sont9  a mon  avis?  de  circonstanceo 
'J2 fais ici allusion aux mots  graves  sur le memorial 
du  poete national  luxemhvnrgeois 1  Michel  Rodage 9  dont  on 
celebre  lA  centrmai :r·e  c ette annee  o  Ces  mots  sont les 
suivants  ~ 
"mir plecke  atrikosen un all en  he<:kA  gat·  w.i  P  get nnu  C:twer-
praffen am  bambosch  d
7rosend.ar  ?"o 
ce  qui  signifie  ~ 
"chacun voudrait  pouvoir cu.eillir des  abricots  sur tous 
les buissor.s  9  mais  qui  ira greffer les  eglontiers  du  ' 
bamboscl:  '?II 
t:CU  encore 
tlchacun  voudrai  t  pouvoir c.;ueillir les fruits  de  la 
Conununaute:  mais  qui  fera  1
9 ef::ort  de  greffer son arbre  ?", 
eli sons  pour  8tre clair que  l 
1 avenir  de  la Ccmmunaute  d.epen\1 
de  l'effort de  touso 
Il ne  fait pas  de  doute  que  les progres  R.ccomplis 
grace  a la Communaute  dans  l<'t  80nSt.L'tJ(;tion  de  cette nouvelle 
Europe  sont  jmpresstmmants.  liflaj_s  la force  que· nous  a 
donnee  une  unite  et une  integ:ration plus  solid.es  ne 
C.evrai  t  pas  nous  faire  oublier 1:os  faiblesses,  surtout 
dans  la periode  de  crise  que  nous  traversonso  Notre  souci 
devrait  etre  de  reconnattre  les  defauts  de  la Communaute 
et d'y  remed,ierv  non  pas  tant par int{ret personnel  en 
tant  qu 0europeens 9  bien que  l'interet personnel bien compris-
soit une  chc-se  parfaitement legitimev  mais  plutot par - 4  -
souci  de  voi.r la Communaute  apporter au  monde  la contri-
bution unique  qu'elle est  en mesure  de  lui fourniro  La 
recente  signature  de  la Convention  de  Lome  avec  les A.C.P. 
est  d 'ailleurs la preuve  de  cette ouverture  de  la Commu._·rmutc 
sur le mor..de. 
Hr.  le President,  Messieurs les MembreS- du Conseil, 
votre  role  est un role "formidable,  d'une  portee et d.'une 
dimension  immenses,  et · je  vous·adre-s.se_.tous~me-s~ux-pour-. 
la-riussi  te  ·-de-·YOs --t-ravaux., 
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COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
345th meeting of the  Council 
- Social Affairs -
Luxembourg,  17  June  1975 
President:  Mr  Michael  O'LEARY 
Minister for Labour of Ireland 
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The  Go.ve!nments  of the Member  States  and  the  Commission 
of the  European  Communities  were  represented as  follows: 
~~1g~~: 
Mr  Herve  ROBINET 
Denmark: 
Mr  Gunnar  COLN 
Mr- Walter  ARENDT 
France: 
Mr  Paul  DIJOUD 
~reland:  -------
lVI:c  l\Ii chael  0'  LEARY 
;I:~§:~Y.: 
Mr  mario  TCJROS 
Mr  Luigi  GRANELLI 
Minister Plenipotentiary, 
Deputy  Permanent  Representative 
State  Secretary,  . 
Ministry of Labour 
Minister for  Labour  and 
Social Affairs 
State  Secretary  to  the 
Minister for  Labour 
Minister for  Labour 
Minister for  Labour  and 
Social  Security 
State  Secretary, 
Foreign Affairs 
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Mr  Benny  BERG 
Mr  Maurice  THOSS 
Netherlanci.3:  ------------
Mr  J.  BOERSMA 
Mrs  Barbara  CASTLE 
Lord  HARRIS 
Mr  John  FRASER 
Commission: 
Mr  Patrick John  HILLERY 
..  --- ---·· 
Ivlinister  for  Labour  and 
Social Security 
17 • VI  : 7'5· --··--------
State  Secretary to  the  Minister 
for  Labour  and  Social Security 
Minister for  Social Affairs 
Secretary of State for Social 
Services 
Minister  of State, 
Horne  Office 
Parliamentary Under-Secretary 
of  State~ 
Department  of  Employment 
Vice-President 
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---~- - -----------""-PRINCTPLK  OF  THE  40-HOUR  WEE'"£  AND  4  WEEKS  1 ANNUAL  PAID  HOLTDAY 
The  Council  agreed  to  the  Recommendation  addressed to 
the Member  States  regarding the  application before 
31  December  1978  of the  principle  of the  40-hour week  and 
4  weeks'  annual  paid holiday. 
The  main aspects  of the  Recommendation are  as  follows: 
the  normal  working  week  should  be  a  40-hour  week,  apart  from 
exceptions  for  certain specific  sectorsi 
the application of the  principle  may  not  entail a 
reduction in earnings; 
- the  minimum  duration  of annual  paid holidays  should be 
four  weeks,  and  the  paid  public  holidays  falling within 
the  period of annual  paid holidays  should  be  cempensated 
in the  form  of an  equivalent  number  of days  to  be  o.dded 
to  the  2-nnual  pn.id  holidays; 
- all provisions  governing  po.yment  for holidays  should 
be  amended  where  necessary to  t;ike  account  of the 
o.pplication  of the  principle  of  4  weeks'  annu2l  paid 
holiday,  and  the application of this  principle 
should have  no  detrimental  effect  for  workers  in respect 
of holidc.y  po.y. 
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The  Recommendation  provides  that  the  two  principles 
shall be  applied  by  31  December  1978 at  the latest,  and if 
possible before  tha~ date,  Member  States are  called 
upon  to  take-appropriate measures  to attain the  objectives 
of the  Reccmmendation  in conformity  with  prevailing 
national  practice  and  conditions,  either by  means  of 
legislation,  by  encouraging  employers  and  labour to 
conclude  collective agreements  or by  any  other means. 
Member  States  ~hall inform the  Commission  of developments 
in the situation with regard to working hours  and  annual 
paid holidays  to assist it in preparing its annual 
report  en  social  developments  in the  Community. 
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FIGHT  AGAINST  POVERTY 
The  Council  agreed  in principle to  the  Decision 
concerning tbe  programme  of pilot  schemes  and  studies to 
combat  poverty, 
The  aim  of this Decision,  which  was  one  Of·the priority 
measures  in the  Council  Resolution  of  21  January  1974 9  is 
to  enable  the  Commission  to  promcte  or provide  financial 
assistance  for  pilot  schemes  which: 
- test and  develop  new  methods  of helping  the  poor and  those 
threatened with  poverty  in the  Community, 
- are  planned  and  carried  out  so  far  as  possible  with 
the  participation of those  concerned,  and 
and  of interest to  the  Community  'J.S  ::1  whole  in that 
they  deal  with  problems  corrunon  to  more  than  one 
Member  State., 
and also to  promote,  carry  out  or  provide  financi::1l  assistance 
for pilot  studies  which  aim  :c..t  improving underst::1nding 
of the nature,  co,uscs  ,.  scope  o,nd  mcchcmics  of poverty 
in the  Community. 
Under  tho  terms  of this Decision,  the  Commission will 
be  ctble  to grant  Community  assist::mcc  norm::1lly  amountine 
to  50;7~  of the  cost  of the  projects  recommended;,  This 
percento,gc  mny  be  exceeded  in the  case  of  ccrto,in pilot 
studles. 
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~:r1c  8ommissic:.n  vv:i.ll  he  assisted  in its tasks  by an advisory 
croup  c cmposeci  •.,  in().ependent  experts  r.nd  representatives  of 
I 
:oh:::  Governments  o:,  the  Member  States, 
~i:n  1 '>6  the  Commission  will  submit  to  the  Council  and 
o11·.o  :8-c.ro;  ~a-,1  Pal~liament  a  rer )rt  on  the  avai~_able results  of 
tf:_c:!  oro:..~2.tl_ons  carried  out  with the  financial assistance  of 
ti1y/DJM/vh ....  ·~~  ......  ~-: ·····  .............. , 
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COri!MISSION  COMNIUNIC:ATION  TO  THE  COUl'WIL  ON  WORK  IN  THE  FIELD 
OF  El'ilPLOYl'f!ENT 
Confirming  the  importance  which it attaches  to  co-
ordinating  employment  policies and  aware  of the  need  to 
develop  work  in the  fields  of  employment  forecasts  and 
research,  the  COU..Yl_Cil  took note  of'  the  communication  sub-
mitted  to  it by  the  Commission  on  21  April  1975  on  work  in 
the  fi.eld  of  employment  and  of  the  comments  of  the  various 
delegations,  which it requested  the  Commission  to  take  into 
account  in  the  work  to  be undertalum. 
In particular,  as  regards 
- Annex  I  to  the  Commission  communication  (Co-ordination of 
employment  policies) 1  the  Council  took note  of  the initial 
guidelines  outlined by  the  Commission  and  requested it to 
strengthen their content  and  f'--lrthcr  evolve  the  methods 
for  applying  them; 
- Annex  II  to  the  Commission  communication  (Employment 
forecG.f'.ts),  thc  Co1.mcil  confirned its intcrest in  the 
matter and  emphasized  the need  to  step up  co-opcration 
between  the national  departments  and  the  Commission  in 
this  field; 
- Annex  III  to  the  Commission  communication  (Research 
programme  (:,n  labour markets) 9  the  Council  considered that 
the  research programme  as  it was  outlined  should  be 
implemented  following  the  disa'l.Assions  in  the  Council. 
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The  Cbuncil  noted that  the  work  referred  to  in  the 
abovementioned  Commission  communication  comHlemented  the  . -....  ~  . .  .  .....  ·- .  .  ..  .  .  . .  .  .  . .  -·  .  .  . 
employment  st~tistics  progr~mme requestgd  b  the  to~ncil f~6m 
the  Commission  before  the  enla.rg·~ment  of  the  CommUni ties. 
It requested  tho  Commission  to  expPdite  its work  on  this 
pro  fr:'.i.mm8 . 
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PRINCIPLE  OF  EQUAL  TREATmENT  FOR  T.IEN  AND  NONIEN  WORKERS 
'.rhe  Co1mcil  conducted  <J.  detailed  di.scussion. on  t.he 
Directive  on  the  implementation  of  the  principle  of  equal 
treatment  for  men  and  women  workers  (access  to  emplorment, 
vocJ.tional  training  and  s..dvanc emen t  and  working  conditions). 
The  Council  discussions  dealt  in particular with  the 
problems  of  defining  the  scope  of  the  Directive,  specifically 
those  of  including social  security in the  immediate  future  in 
view  of  the  state  of  the  social  laws  and  social conditions  in 
the  Member  States. 
Concluding  the  discussion,  the  Council  instructed the 
Permanent  Representatives  Committee  to  reconsider all the 
problems  posed  by  this Directive  in order to  prepare  the 
decision which  the  Council  will have  to  take at its next 
meeting  on  social affairs. 
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INTERVENTION  BY  THE  SOCIAL  FUND  TO  ENCOURAGE  STRUCTTIRAL 
ADJUSTiviENT  i\'lEASURES 
The  Council  held  ::J  policy debate  on  the  proposal  for  a 
Decision  on  intervention by  thE::  Social  Fund  to  encourage 
structural  adjustment  measures. 
The  Council  discussions  dealt mainly with the  choice 
between  the various  possible  approaches  for  ensuring  that 
intervention by  the  Social  Fund  had  genuine  impact.  In 
this  connection,  the  criteria to  be  adopted  to  determine 
the  sectors or categories  and  the  fixing of any  prioriti8s 
were  discussed  in detail. 
For  this purpose  the  Council  had before it the 
Commission  proposal,  the  Opinion  of  the  European Parliament 
anCI.  a  report  on  the initial discussions  in  the  Economic 
and  Social  Committee. 
The  Council  alsc bore  in mind  the  guidelinGs  evolved 
on  tho matter by  the  Standing  Committee  on  Employment  at 
its last meeting  on  3  June,  which  showed  a  clear preference 
for  concentrating these  measures  on  young  workers  in 
particular, 
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an  ini-G:i_al  period  r:.irJ.  cl!oulcl.  L:s  mad2  a'-a,  c:bl:~  fr.")JTI  t~'~e  Snr;ia~ 
F1.md  for  specific  opero;l;ious  likr:J.y  to  fac;j_li tate  -the  geogr<"-1Jhi-
caL  and  vocation.al  mo;Jj_'_i ty  o+'  :rour:t0  pco~olt!  Ull"ler·  2)  yefU'S  o::: 
age  who  aJ.'e  c.momployed.  Ol"  ::;eskinc;  emplc·yncm:l;,  on  V1e  t'11dcr · 
stancU_ng  -~L.2.t  r::~iorj_ ~JT  wonld  bo  i2:i-;ero.  -l.io,  y~1..mg  pe.)p:l.e  scdd:e:.g 
cm:'}:T_oyJnent  fo•.~·  the  f:i.:c~t  tiiw_;, 
~T\10  Com:e:ii.  ::1-)_s,  1..wde:·~tor:ok  ::0  O.isr~1Sf'  l;;:r  "},C)  Jiovew~c;;·:  ; ::n:; 
c.1  pro:fosnl  SF01/1~_-:·;tsd  by  ·t;l"::r.  CcnJiiicsion  undc::::- A:c~icle  ~~  ,)f the 
Cot'nr::_l  Dec:i.s:Lou  ••.t'  ·:  FchTl.Ja:r-·~y  1  s7·1  in.i.:cno.ec:  ~:o  fac:ilj_·l;atc  bnn 
geograpbic;al  8nil_  "Tocetio:r.:::-,1  eobi:i_-f;y  of  p;~o:o:'_G  r-1~'-0  c-.·:e  OI"  })_:::c\c - 13  ...  17.VI.75 
PROGRESS  TO  DATE:  SOCIAL  ACTION  PROGR.!l.iViME 
The  Council  took note  of  .'1  Commim:ion  communication 
on  progress  to  date  in implementing the  Council  Resolution 
of  21  Januctry  1974  concernL::1g  'l social action  programme. 
h ~ J·)/D  Til~/ l"' y  .1..  :  u l\_  v  ·  ......... 
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C 0  R R I  G E N D U M 
TO  THE 
PRESS  RELEASE 
(786/75  (Presse  67)) 
of  23  and  24  J~me 1975 
Delete  the  last  12  lines. 
Page  18~ 
In the first line of  the  6th paragrg_ph,  add  the  word  "likely" 
after  "are". 
Delete  the  pen~~.l  timate  indent 
Page  I~ 
Add:  "The  Council  adopted,  in the  official languages  of  the 
Communities,  the  Regulation introducing a  temporary  system of 
aids for  the  private  storage  of certain fishery products"  .. 
786  e/75  (Presse  67)  Corr.  1  E>::'T/,EI/:\iirC '  . 
~  - /  - ,_  24 .. VL75 
The  Governments  of  the  Member  States and  the  Commission  of 
the  :2uropean  Comrnnnities  were  represented as  follows: 
Bel.<.rium:  ___  ~,;~ __ _ 
IVIr  Albert  LAVENS 
Derunark: 
Mr  Josep  ERTL 
Mr  Hans-JU.rgen  ROHR 
France; 
Mr  Christian  B01D~ET 
r.1r  Jean-Fran9ois  DENIAU 
Ireland:  --·  .. ----····-
Mr  Mark  CLINTON 
Minister for Agriculture 
Minister for Agriculture  and 
Fisheries 
Minister for Agriculture 
State  Secretary 9 
Ministry  of Agriculture 
Minister for Agriculture 
State  Secretary for Agriculture 
Minister for Agriculture  and 
Fisheries 
rJir  Giovc::Llmi  MARC ORA  Minister for Agriculture 
l\'Ir  Arc angelo  LO  BIANCO  State Secretary  9 
rJiinistry  of Agriculture 
786  e/75  (Presse  67)  ner/JM/jmf  ...  / ••• Mr  Jean H.AMILIUS 
Mr  Albert  BERCHEI\~ 
The  Netherlands: 
~':1r  A. P.  L  oi\~ .l'!i o  VAN  DER  STEE 
L1r  Frederick PEART· 
The  Corrunission~ 
Mr  P •  tT o  LARDINOI S 
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Minister for Agriculture 
State  Secr·etary, 
Ministry of Agriculture 
Minister for Agriculture  and 
Fisheries 
Minister for Agriculture, 
Fisheries  and  Food 
Member 
ooo/oeo 
•• '  . 
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VETERINARY  QUESTIONS 
The  Council adopted  (1)  the Directive,  amending  the 
previous Directives  on  the  procedures  of  the  Standing Veterinary 
Committee 9  and  the  Decision amending  the  previous.Decision with 
the  same  ai1n.  The  Directive  and Decision in question are 
concerned with the  extension,  for  a  period of  six years,  of  the 
existing procedtlres  9  including the  retention of the  right  of 
appeal  to  the  Council  against  the  Committee
1 s  decisions 
(so-called  "safety-net
11  procedure). 
The  Council also  adopted  in principle  (2)  the Directive 
amending  the Directive  on  health problems  affecting trade  in 
fresh poultrymeat.  Inter alia,  the  Directive  extends until 
31  December  1977  the  derogation allowing the  "Spinchiller" 
process  to  be  applied.  In  the  meantime  the  Commission will 
prepare  a  study  on alterna.tive  industrial measures,  to  oa 
submitted  to  the  Council not later than  1  July  1976. 
(1)  The  Netherlands  delegation abstained. 
(2)  The  German  delegation abstained. 
786  e/75  (Pre  sse  67)  kin/.m/ jmf  oeo/cao - 5 -
HORTICULTURE  UNDER  GLASS 
The  Council  took'note  of an  interim progress  report  by the 
Chairman  of. the Special  Committee  on  Agriculture  on  work  in 
connection with the  proposal for a  Regulation laying  do~~ measures 
for the  rationalization of horticultural production under glasso 
The  various  delegations  commented  on this matter and  emphasized, 
for the  most  part,  that the  proposal  should  be  viewed  in a  wider 
context  taking accom1t,  in particular,  of the  questions  of energy 
costs  and national aidso 
The  Council  instructed the Special  Committee  on  Agriculture 
to  examine  this subject  again  in the  light of the  Council's  discussions~ 
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SUGAR  SECTOR 
The  Council  discussed the measures  to be  taken to  supplement 
the provisions  of the  Regulation  on the  common  organization of the 
markets  in the  sugar sector. 
In this  connection9  the  Council  recorded its agreement  in 
principle to  a  national structural aid to the  production of sugar 
in the  French  overseas  departments  in view of the particular social9 
economic  and  climatic  conditions  obtaining in those  departments. 
During the  sugar marketing years  1975/76  to  1979/80 9  the  French Republic 
is authorized  to grant  adaptation aid to  sugar-cane  producers  and  to 
the  sugar-cane  processing industry in the  overseas  departments. 
For both sectors together,  such aid may  not  exceed  5  UA/100  kg  of 
sugar9  expressed as  a  value  of white  sugar.  Aid  may  be  granted  only 
for a  quantity of sugar not  exceeding the  basic  quantity allocated 
to  the  French  overseas  departments. 
At  the  end  of the  discussion,  the  Council agreed  to  instruct 
the Special Committee  on Agriculture to  re-examine  the  questions 
still outstanding in this  sphere 9  so  as  to  enable  it to  take  the 
necessary decisions at its next  meeting. 
786  e/75  (Presse  67)  ec - 7  -
OLIVE  OIL 
The  Council  adopted  a  Regulation  (1)  on  the  advance 
app:J_ication  of the  threshold price for olive oil  (146.96  UA/100  1~g) 
for  the  1975/76 marketing year  on  27  Jrme. 1975  instead of on 
1  November  1975 1  as originally planned. 
This measure,  together with the  one  already adopted by  the 
Commission  concerning  the  suspension of advance-fixing1  proved 
necessary  to  stabilize the  Commu..YJ.ity  olive oil market  with 
regard,  firstly,  to  the level of stocks still held by producers 
and,  secondly1  to  the number of recent applications for import 
licences  1  which far  exceeded norrJal  Commrmi ty requirements  1 
and  also  to  the relationship existing between vvo.rld  and 
Community  prices. 
( 1)  The  Gorman  delegation having abstained.· 
786  e/75  (Pressc  67)  kin/J1ti/ic  0.  D  1)/  0  e  0 .. 
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BEEF'  AND  VEAL 
In ·che  context  of its periodic  review of the  situation on the 
beef and veal market,  the  Council  took note  of  a  comnn.mication  from 
tb.e  Irish delegation and  a  Commission  comm,mication  regarding the 
latost market  trends in this  sector" 
'rhe  Council noted  that  a  certain number  of new questions  had 
arisen since the last meeting 9  namely 
the difficulty  of maintaining arrangements  as  regards  boning  w'ninh 
complied with general  Community  standards; 
a  request  by  one  delegation to lJe  o.llowed. to sell quarters at 
reduce·a  prices  1  so  that it could free  r·<=;rtain  storage facilities 
beforE:  cattle were  b:::::-ought  dovvn  from  su111uer  pasture? 
the advisability of temporarily  suspending the  purchase  of  cows  by 
intervention  b'Jdies~ 
FinCJ.ll;y 9  it agret=,d  to  request  the  Commission to  keep  an  eye  on 
market  trends  in  th~LS  3ector and to report  bc~ck to the. next 
agric:ulturo.l  Counci:Lc 25 .. VI.75 
- 9  -
WINE 
(a)  The  Council  took note  of an  interim report  by the 
Chairman  of the  Special  Committee  on  Agriculture  regarding 
progress  on  the  Regulations  amending the  basic  wine 
regulations. 
During a  brief debate,  the  Co1mnission  stated that 
it would  shortly be  submitting additional  proposals,  some 
of 'i·.:i.1ich  would  constitute  amendments  to its. initial pror>osals. 
The  Council  agreed that  the  European  Parliament  and  the 
Economic  and  Social  Co~nittee should  be  consulted  i~~ediately 
on  these texts. 
In the  interests of keeping to  the  deadline  of 
1  August adopted at an earlier meeting,  the  Council  agreed 
to  instruct the  Special  Committee  on  Agricul  h'.re  to  push 
ahead  wHh all speed  in thjs sector  so  that  a  decision might 
l:)e  takGn at the next  meeting  on  agricultura~ questions  on 
21  and  22  July 1975. 
(b)  Bowing itself on  a  statement  by  the  }<'nmch  delegation, 
the  Council also held  an  exchange  of view:::  ov  the  situation 
on  the  wine  marketr  harvest  forecasts  and  ways  in which  a 
wine  slump  could  be  avoid.ed. 
786  e/75  (Presse  67)  ec .. 
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In the latter connectiony  it adopted  a  Regulation  amending 
Regulation No  1036/75  laying  dovvn  general rules governing the 
distillation of table  wines  during the period  7  June  to 
31  July  1975.  This  Regulation provides for additional 
distillation until  14  August  1975Y  since  the original Regulation 9s 
purpose  of restoring the balance  on  the  wine  market  has not 
yet been fully achieved. 
786  e/75  (Presse  67)  mcc/JM/ic - 11  --
OV:SRALL  nffiDIT.ERRANEAN  APPROACJ! 
The  Cm:ncil  agrerd in pri:::tcirlc  ::m  c ertct}_n  measures  for  the 
oromization of ma.rJcet:3  on  which  the  ac;ricul tural concessions 
depend  in the  context  of  thG  overall  l'!Iedi  terl'Jl1t~an  approacho 
These  measures  concern in particular the  :processed fruit  and 
vegetables  soctors 9  ci  tru:J  LcLdt  a.nd  ou.t  of  season fruit  and 
vegetables,  and  wine. 
The  Council  .J.greed  to 
li  beralizc=  tradG  wi  -:_;h  thinl  COl.<ntri ss in product:3  in this 
sec·cor 
'''ppl.··  a  system  of minimmn  import  prices for  tomato  concentrates 
EL'l.cl  a  system of import  lic2nces 
-- maintain 1.m.til  31  DecGmber  ·1S'77  nG.tionnl  measures  0~1  _9i t_rus 
_frv.i i:__i•0jsef?_  almrt  from  .z!'~tpefrui  t  .:i~::ices 7  the  C01.:ncil  deciding 
before  the  F-nd  of  t'"LClt  period  on  -the  .:trrangements  to  be 
introduced  subse~:entlyo  If no  decision is taken  bGforA  the 
r:b.te  m:mtioned,  the  previous  Ftrrang8mr.;n·t;;-5  vvill  Btill a}Jplf7 
;naintain ·c.ntil  31  Dec2mbcr  HJ77  natioE£:.tl  arr,:~nzemcnts :for 
~~1~8§_ 
czchcde  f:com  the'  scope  of the  new  system  trcd:2  with third 
countries  in  l!IC>2._e~3S_9d  _r.o~~l.to:;s  wi tl<  ';l  view  i_;o  including  them 
in :)  cornxGon  org:cmization  cf'  the  r:Iur1:ct;  for all potatoes 1  the 
Council  having to  E<.Ciopt  the  R2gulation  conccrn8d b2fore 
3  ·1  Dec e1n1Jer  1975 • 
786  c/75  (Prcsso  67)  ec ... 
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extend to all quantities  C'f  oranges  for processing 
the  processing  premium  provided for  in Regulation No  2601/69; 
- introduce  a  system  of  import  certificates as provided for in 
Re~llation No  193/75.  Issue  of  the  certificate would9  however 9 
take  place  onl;r  5  vtorking  days  after the  request  was  fi.led  and 
the  period  of validity would  be  restricted to  75  days. 
The  list of  products  covered  by  this  system9  amendments  to 
which would  be  decided  on  by  the  Com1.cil  in accordance  with the 
voting procedure laid down  in Article  43(2)  of  the  Treaty9  would 
be  as  follows: 
ex  20.02 
ex  20.06 
ex  20.07 
20.02 
ex  08.12 
20.02 
ex  08 0  10 
8"  08.11 
ex  20.03 
ex  20.05 
ex  20.06 
ex  20.06 
c 
B 
B 
A 
G 
11.  ~  B  ) 
) 
c 
) 
) 
B  ) 
B 
peeled  tomatoes 
peachGs 
tomato  juice · 
mushrooms 
pn.mes  (applicable  from  1  January  1978 
peas;  beans in pod 
raspberries 
pGars 
The  Cotmcil  also  agreed  to  introduce 
~so:sL._§rrangements under Regulation  N.o  109/70 in respect 
of  8,  list of  sensitive products 9  with the  exception of products 
covered b: the  system  of  import  certificates; 
786  e/75  (Presse  67)  ec -~· 
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- the possibility of applying  a  system of  !l££~-E~i~~~ for  imports, 
as  envisaged in the  Commission's  proposal for  a  Regulation  already 
submitted to  the  Com1cil.  The  products  to be  covered by this  system 
would,  however,  have  to  be  determined by  the  Council,  at a  later 
"  date,  as.  8nc.1  -'i":lJGn  necessary. 
As  regards tinned pineapple,  the  Council  agreed  to  adopt  the 
Regulation introducing a  system of production aid for  tinned pineapple, 
to  be  granted by  the Member  State on  whose  territory the  tinned 
pineapple is produced.  Production aiel  will be  granted only to  those 
processors  who  undertake  to  pay  a  minimum  price  to  pineapple  producers, 
the level of which will be  established by the  Council. 
Finally,  the  Council noted that 
- following  the introduction of a  system of trade  with non-member 
countries,  the  Commission undGrtakes  to  keep  the  situation in the 
processed fruit and vegetables  sector under  surveillance,  in 
particular as regards the  influence of the  cost of the basic 
product,  and to  take all the necessary measures  to  overcome  any 
difficulties; 
if difficulties should arise in the fruit  and vegetable processing· 
industries following  the  introduction of this system,  assistance 
from  certain Community  financial  instruments  (the  Guidance  section 
of the  EAGGF,  the  European  Regional  Development  Fund)  could be 
envisaged,  provided that the  action  proposed by  the Member  States 
falls within  the  scope  of the regulations governing the  said 
instruments. 
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A  .. f.o  ~~·cg1:1.r:L:c:;  _?r~~~:C~~~-..0:~~-~1  __  ~!:§;]:._9.i!E~:~--..f.E~J-ts.  (L1LL'Y).da:rins 7  clementines 
etc,.)  :j:~~  1>;-!)f'C'i.1  ~c_g:;:'CCrJ  1 ~·~~  ('!t'\::.·_l.d  n.G(~'.'.1ation  No  251!,/__:s  (f<.:'Onl  the; 
sm  incl'C8Gfc  c,-;  ·11%  Ht  the  ~JL101Jnt  of  +;he  :tr..:rr-ket~i.ng  p:rr:;mi1.uns  for  ·[:he 
·j 975/76  ;'\r1:t'ke-Gir.g  y-ec:~:r·  iE  ~::ecping with  ·clw  increase in basic  and 
lTJ  .. rclw;::_;r::  }1::-'lC2D;  V.'t,ich  gives  the  follovvi.ng  amounts~ 
- I,c,:r:·o,  '};~:ecce  c.,,  uvs.::;_e :·  :;38llndone"  Navel 9 
Va~_enct  :~.  J~a-:~ e  7.3 
6.7 
4- o4 
It v::::ld  aLn  ae;:;,~s8d  to  a,;,1ecd  f\..::,c::vla.·::i:'  .. or:_  Eo  1035,/72  i.nvolving 7 
a;~  f:rc.m  +,Joe  i1:_1_pl  <c:Il'GIJi,::~tj on  of  t"-J.r:::  rt0:w  sys'GGm  of ma:o:-ketjng  premi,J.ms 
for  orange,,::;  a:nd  svaJJ_  ci  t:c1Js  ?:':'L'·i.ts,  "che  limitation o:f  any  increase 
in.  refcceuc,::;  :;.:;:lc8~J  to  D.  :pcrcc-;n·cago  -:tot  g.c8<:'l.tc::~- ·t;hcm.  t:':le  difference 
hetrv·een  th.:o..t  2dupL.ocl_  for  the  incrr.::sf:;8  in  -;;:Do  basic  ei!.d  :pl'.rchase  pr:i.ceG 
? P.r.::  e/'7t:.  (P..,...eC'c-or:o  <·7)  ki n;
1 TT-~jl·  ,~  vV  ·  ,_J  _  ...  w~~~-::.  v  ---- t..·l'  .  .L  - ..J  o  ,.  o I~  (I  o ',\ 
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The  Council  8,lsc  reco:rmner~c1s  strengthening  t:1e  _!3Ystem  of reference 
nrices in this sector  •  ...__ __ 
To  this· end~  the;  Council  agreed  to  amend  Regulation No  1035/72 
by including provi.sicrJ.s  affordin,; the possibility of levying a 
compensatory  tc-tx  on  product::>  in respect 0f which  a  r'3ference  price is 
flxed net only,  as laid down  unG.er  present  arrangements~  when  entry 
prices fer  such products  a"'~"  bolo1v  the  reference price  on  two 
consecutive market  c1ayr:;,  but  al.::.o  when,  for  a  certain period 7  entry 
pric8s  are alternately above  anD.  below the ref8rence price. 
- etmend  Regulation No  2511/69  (as  from  the  entry into  force  of the 
Medi terrant:an  :?,groenen-'c)  by introducing?  :c"'oY'  the  1975/76  marl\:eting 
year  1  a  markc;t:i.ng  p:cemiv.m  for  :l.emr)ni:3  of  4, 7  UA/1 00  kg  ( 1 "2  UII.  for 
there not bein§;  8.  contractual }:::ri.:::e  and  3. 5  UA  fo,_~  t.cansport  cos:;s 
not  having  1)een  irtcludc;d  in the  refe~ccmcr3 pric8s); 
- amend  Artj_cle  23(2)  of HGgu.lr.otion  No  1035/72  to  offset,  for that 
paY't  of the  -1975/76  111arkc>ting  y2ar still to  rwc  after the  entry 
ir.to  force  of tho Flocli tcrrGJlt::c:,n  ,~tg::·eements 1  the non--inclusion of 
tro.ns:port  costs in the  reference  J.Jricos  for  lemons; 
- · rev:i.cvv  tlw  si  tu:::;.tion  for  subsequc,nt marketing years in the light 
of t:bc  results of tlw  study to  be  cc::~rri ed  out by  the  Commissio:D 
on  th1::  situation on  the  mc-.xket  in lemons  in the  Community  anc1  to 
take  o.ppropriate  steps  with  a  vie'N  to  remedying  arq difficul  tics 
which might  occur in respect of the  disposal  cf that  product  either 
ln  l~s fresh  state or after process1ng. 
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As  regards  ~~~2~E:g:i~~~-L§:Y29.§:~2§~.-§:P.2:_f!:~.§Q_!!:i!!~§J2E1~ v  the 
Council noted that  the  Commission  had  1.mdertaken to  follow market 
.  . 
trends for  these  products  and  that it would  either ~ake or 
propose  to  the  Cov.ncil  appropriate  measures  should  these  products 
encounter ma.rketing  cJ.ifficul ties in the  Community. 
Wine 
In the  case  of wine  imported  fro:r.1  the  Maghreb  cov.ntries  1 
when  a  quantity  submitted  to  customs  does not  observe  the  reference 
price 1 
- the  customs  authorities are  obliged  to  appl;r  the  full duty  to 
this quantity.  This  obligation will be  included in a  Council 
RegL~lation based  on  Article  43  which will also prescribe  the 
necessary  document  together with the practical rules  enabling 
the  customs authorities  to  apply this measure  b :r  simpl;;r  comparing 
figures. 
In order to  ena!Jle  the  customs  authorities to  operate  in 
sl~ch a  manner 1  the  documt:mt  in ql:estion  should consist  of  a 
certific.':'J.te  similar to  that  t.-~sed  for  Emmcmthal  cheeses 
certifying that  the  free  at frontier price has  been  observed. 
Also 1  the  concept  of the  free  at frontier price  should  be 
defined in nn  imple-menting regulation adopted in accordance 
with the  r.~anagemerit  Committee  procedure.  Finallr 1  the  free 
dt  frontier price  could  be  supervised in accordance  with the 
same  principles as  those  applied for  ·ch3  rules governing the 
valu~ for  customs  purposes. 
- thf'  cu.stoms  at~thorities shall notifJ the  Commission  immediately 
in the  event  of  the  f;,lll  duty being applied  (telex) 
-- the  f.:lanacement  Committee  shall  examine  cases where the full 
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duty  has  been  ~.1pplied and notification given  so  the::tt  ~  if Si'_ch 
ca.ses  are  found  to  be  significant  1  a  Commission  decision  can  be 
taken by  the  Management  Committee  procedure  to; 
G..ppl  the  compcmsatory  tax  on  ::_·,11  imports  originating 
in a  country  in accordance  with Article  9  of Regulation 
(EEC)  No  816/70~ 
-- and/or re-establish the  full  dt~-Ly  on all imports 
originating in the  said  country. 
l-1n3r  measu.res  decided l:cpon  will be  reviewed r,wnthly. 
As  regards  importfJ  from  oth,3r  non-member  countries which have 
undertEJ.ken  to  comply  vvi th the  ruference  price?  pursuant  to 
Article 9(3)  of Regulation No  816/70  and  which are not  eligible for 
tariff preferences 1  the  present  arrangements will be  strengthened 
in the  following ways· 
\' 
- when  a  quantity  submitted for  custoins  clearance  does not  observe 
the  reference price 1  the  customs  authorit~.es shall immediately 
inform the  Comrnission  of  the:  cases  established (by telex). 
·-- the  Management  Committee  shc-cll  examine  the  c:ases  established  so 
that  1  if such cases  arc  fo1;:n:l  [;o  be  significant~  a  Commission 
decision can  be  taken  by  the  r1anagement  Committeo  procedure  for 
the  purpose  of applying  th::  coupensntory  tax  J.aid  down  for  each 
consi1gnment  import?d  from  the  cot.:ntry  in question 1  in c.ccordance· 
with Article  9  of Regulation No  816/70. 
Any  measures  decidc:d  on will  l)e  re-examined monthly. 
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Where  the  volume  of  exj_s-::;ing  stocks in the  Community  9  plus the 
volume  of ill1ports  of wine  ::roro  A1ge:r·ia~  Morocco  anc1  'runisia1  causes 
disturbance  on  the  Connncmi-L~v- market,  a  special distillation operation 
for  ·cable  v1ines  shall be  ca:::-ri2d  out;  ~.t  shall be  confined to  producersv 
organizations~ 
~~1is  ~istillation will be  car:c~ied out at  a  price· which will  ensure 
that p:r-odueers  are  compens2.tecl. 
The  Council~  aC"t;:!_ng  on  a  proposal  from  the  Commission  and  in 
accords.nce  with the voting p::ocec1urC)  laiC.  dovv-.n  in Article  43  ( 2)  of 
the Treaty,  shall adopt general :rules  for  the application of this 
Article before  1  August  ·j9'i~" 
ImpJ_ementing  :r-u]_  :~s 1  and in particular the  decision relating to 
the  cpeci::d  distill  a tio::1  ope:cation9  shall be  adopted in accordance 
with the procedure laid down  in Artic:le  7  of Regulation No  2Lt  o 
In an interpretat:Lve  statemen·~,  the  Council  agreed  to  recognize 
that  J:,Tt~_c_'_C;  33a.  doe::;  not  cJe:rce."'"'-"  fr01n  Article. 14.  Consequently  1 
since  each of these  two  OjJeratj_ons  (safeguard clause  and  special 
dis-Gilla·cion)  is c1esignecl  -~o  meet  specifj_c  and particular condi  tions 1 
recourse  to  one  does  not nrcclude  recourse  to  the other. 
The  follovving  ct~_~a~.2!~b~--~2Pecia:h._j.istillation__£J2eration are  to 
feature  in the  proposal  for general rnles  to  be  c:tdoptod  by the  Council 
under Ar-ticle  33a  ( 2)  of Regula-l;j_on  8:6/70 
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1~  Criteria for  establishing measures~ 
!  o 1  ~  Definition of the  concept  of. nAvailable  stocl:s"; 
the  findings  of the  estimated balance  sheet  for the 
marketing  year~ 
where  approprit:\te  the  findings  of the  amended  estimated 
balance  sheet. 
·1  .2"  Criteria for  evaluating disturbance  of the  market~ 
When  the market  price  for red wine  which is comparable  and in 
competition with  wine  from  the Maghreb  countries  remainsf  for 
two  co!.1secuti  ve  weeks;  lower than the trigger price. 
2 ")  The  volwne  of  vvine  benefiting  f'x'om  special distillation will be 
determined in keeping 'Nit:i:l  the text  of the  new Article  33a  in the. 
context  of the  implementation procedures to  be  propcsed by  the 
Cor::1IT.i ssion, 
.),,  Tecr.llJ.ico.l  o.spects  of  spe,.;ial  dj_stillation: 
3,, 1 ~  The  tyy:;s  of 'vine  bencfi-l;j  lg  from  special  distillation~ 
Wine  ·which  i3 in di:rcc·i:;  co;:1pe-ti t:'.on  ':vi th J.Vlaghreb  vvineso 
3 o2 o  l\fi:1chinery  for allocat:l.1-:g  ll"Ua~Ytj_ GiG3  of tccble  wines  to be 
distilled to  producers=  associa~ions: 
'::ht;'  quota will be  ca1cula+;ed  OJ."'.  the  bc.si::::;  of the  volurne  of 
red  wine  cf more  thari  ~ 1 °  sb~ength a:::  compured  vvi th the 
totul volume  :oroduced by  each  of the  :produo·.:.;r  associations. 
3Q3,- Price ,-,hich  will be  po.id  :fo:;_~  wine  C1.elivere3.  for specietl 
distillation: 
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VARIOUS  STATEMENTS  AND  COlVTI\1UNIC.ATIONS 
The  CouncU_  took note  of the  statements  and  communications 
relating to  the  following  subjects~ 
- aid to  h.ops~  es"_;ablishment  of a  market  stabilization fund; 
- problem of price differentiation in the  colza sector according 
to  the  erucic  acid  content of the  different varieties; 
- situation on  the  mille  prodncts market; 
- action to  be  taken  on  the  decision by  the  European  Council 
in :U'ublin  en  mil-k  products  from  New  Zealand? 
question of the  stabiliz8.tion of the narket in  eggs  and 
poultry; 
application of the  safeguard clause in the olive oil sector9 
- s:. tuation  on  the  wheat  marl~Gt  9 
- grubbing-·J.p  e;rcnts  :'or  ceTtain varieties of fruit trees; 
- progress  :i.n  respect of the  organization of the market iil 
mutton  and.  :Lamb? 
- rcgulatj.or..  i.ntrcdu-cj_r  ... g  a  temporary  system of aids  for the 
private  storage  ;):f  certr~in f:i.shery  products  9 
- conclusi.on  oi' long-term  contracts in particular in the 
sugar  sector~ 
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The  Council  adopted,  in the  official ·languages  of the 
Communities,  the  Regulations 
- amending Regulation  (EEC)  No  229/73  as  regards the  "accession" 
. compensatory amounts  for  cereals  and  the  coefficients to  be 
applied thereto; 
~ amending Regulation  (EEC)  No  1059/69 laying down  the trade 
arrangements  applicable  to  certain goods  resulting from  the 
processing of agricultural  products; 
- on  the  opening,  allocation and administration  of the 
Community tariff quota  of 30,000  head  of heifers and  cows, 
not  intended for slaughter,  of certain mountain breeds 
falling within subheading  ex  01.02  A II(b)  2  of the  Common 
Customs  Tariff; 
- on  the  opening,  allocation  and  administration of the 
Community tariff quota  of  ~,000 bead  of bulls,  cows  and 
heifers,  not  intended  for slaughter,  of certain alpine 
breeds,  falling within subheading  ex  01.02  A II(b)  2  of the 
Common  CuRtoms  Tariff; 
- fixing the  main  intervention centres  for oil seeds  for the 
· 1975/1976  marketing year end the  derived  intervention prices. 
applicable thereto; 
fixing for the  1975/1976 marketing year the monthly  increase 
·in the  target  and  intervention prices for oil seeds; 
- on  the  compensatory amounts  for colza and  rape  seeds. 
The  Council also adopted,  in the official languages  of the 
Communities, 
.- the  fourth Council Decision  on  the  equivalence  of field 
inspections  carried  O'J.t  in third countries  on  seed-
producing crops; 
- the  fourth Council Decision  on  the  equivalence  of  seed 
produced  in third countries; 
- the  second  Council Decision  on  the  equivalence  of seed 
potatoes  produced  in third countries. 
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The  Govc~rnments of  the  Member  States and  the  Commission  of 
the  European  Commm1ities  were  represented as  follows: 
Mr  Joseph  VAN  DER  MEULEN 
Denmark: 
Mr  Ivar N¢RGAARD  · 
Mr  Jens  CHRISTENSEN 
rHr  Hans-Dietrich  GENSCHER 
mr  H~::cns-JU.rc;en wiscmmws:n 
France: 
r.Ir  Jc:ean  SAUVAGN.ARGUES 
r!ir  Berm•xd  DESTREI:.'L\U 
Ireland: 
Mr  Justin KEATING 
Ambassador, 
Permanent  Representative 
Minister for External  Economic 
Affdirs  ~Dd Nordic  Affairs 
State Secretary 
ministry of  Foro.ig:tJ,  J\,ffa,:i,rs  ... 
rhnister for Foreign Affairs 
Minister of State, 
Hinistry of  Fort:·ign  Affairs 
rflinister for  Foreign Affairs 
State Secretary  to  the 
Minister for  Foreign Affairs 
I'.'Iinister  for  Indust;:oy  and 
Comlllerce 
Mr  i\1ari::u:to  RUHOR  l'hniste?r for  Foreign  AffD  .. irs 
JI:Ir  Adolfo  BI\.TTAGLIA  Under-Secretary  of State  1 
Ninistry of  Foreign Affairs 
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Mr  Gaston  THORN 
Netherlands~  _.....,.. ______ _ 
Mr  M.  VAN  DER  STOEL 
Mr  James  CALLAGHI\.N. 
Mr  Peter  SHORE 
Commission~  --------
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President  of the Governmont 1 
I\:Iinist er for Foreign Affairs 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
Secretary of State? 
Foreign and  Commonwealth  Office 
Secretary  of State for Trade 
Mr  Frangois-Xavier  ORTOLI  President 
Sir Christopher  SO.AMES  Vice-President 
Mr  Claude  CHEYSSON  Member 
lVIr  Albert  BORSCHETTE  Member 
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REFERENDUlVI  IN  THE  UNITED  K:::NGDOM 
The  Council noted with satisfaction a  statement by 
Mr  CALI,AGH.AN,  Secretary of State for  Foreign Aff;:Li:cs  of the 
United Kingdom,  on  the  post-rGferendum situation in the 
United Kingdom  a.11d  on his  Government v s  attitude and  aspirations 
with regard to its future rule  within the  Community  Institutions. 
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CANADA 
The  Council  was  generally in favour  of the  approach  proposed by 
the  Commission  regarding the  conclusion of an  outline  economic  and 
commercial  co-operation agreement  wtih  Canada. 
It instructed the  Permanent Representatives  Co~ittee to  examine 
the  Commission  communication in this positive light  so that  the  Council 
might  be  able  to take  a  decision  on  the  opening  of negotiations as  soon 
as possible. 
GREECE 
The  Council  agreeci.  to  acknowledge  receipt  of the letters in which 
Mr  C.  KAR..UYL.;.NLIS 1  Prime MinistGr  of the Hellenic Republic  1  aubllli tted 
Grcec8's application for  ~ccessi0n to the  European  Comn1unities. 
The  Council also asked  for the  Comrnission' s  opinion  on  this 
application. 
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PORTUGAL 
The  Council. discussed  possible ways  of furthering 
Portugal•s  development  and~  with  a.  view  to taking a  decision 
on this point at its meeting  on  15  July  1975~  instructed the 
Permanent  Representatives  Committee  to  examine  what  procedures 
and  sources might  be  used  to  make  financial assistance 
available  to Portugal. 
The  Council  declared itself ready  to  hold  a  ministerial 
meeting with Portugal  Ets  soon after its -meeting .on  July  15-. as 
was  consistent  with its other international commitments. 
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RAW  MATERIALS  .AND  PREP1-ill.ATION  FOR  THE  7th SPECIAL  SESSION  OF  THE 
UNITED  NATIONS  GENER..t-'1..L  ASSEJVIBLY 
The  Co1.mcil  briefly  disc,::.ssE:Cl  the  problems  of  ro.w  r:1c.terio.lc 
and  prepo.ro.tions  for the 7th Speci:J.l  Sessior  of the  United  Nations 
General  Assembly,  following  which it instruc-ted the  Permanent 
Representatives  Cornmi ttee 'to  continue  its studies  on this question in 
anticipation of thu  Council  9 s  debatr.;s at its next  meetj_ng  and  entry 
'  of this i tern  on  the  :J.gcndo.  of the  European  Council: 
NEXT  MEETING  Oli'  THE. HE.ilDS  OF  GOVERNMENT  D.mETING  WITHIN  THE  COUNCIL 
The  Council  con~inued its preparation for  thEJ  next meeting  of 
the  Heads  cf Go-vernment  meeting within the  Council  of the  Co1mnm1ity 9 
'JVhich  is to take  place in Brussels  on  16  2.nd  17  July  :975. 
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ACP  and  OCT 
Interim arra..."1gement s 
The  Council  or in certain cases the  representatives  of the 
Governments  of the member  States - approved a  whole  series of measures 
designed to provide  for the  o.,dvance  implementation  on  1  July  1975  of 
the  arrangements  established by  tho  ACP-EEC  Convention  of Lome .. 
These measures  were~ 
·a  Cmmcil  Regulation  on  the  advance  implementation  of certain 
provisions  of the  ACP-EEC  Convention  of  Lome  relating to trade in 
goods 
a  Council  Regulc_tion  on  the  o.,rro.ngements  applicable  to agricultural 
products  o.,nd  certcdn goods  resulting from  the  processing  of 
agricultural products  9  originating in the  .l\.CP  States  or the  OCT 
Q  Decision  by  the  representatives  of the  Goven1.t11ents  of the  Member 
States  of the  ECSC  meeting in Council  opening tariff preferences 
for  products within tho  province  of that  Coru::1uni ty originating in 
the  ACP  States and  the  OCT. 
These  measures  were  a  result  of the  undertalcing given  by  the 
Communi t;~,r  on  28  February last in Lone  tho.,t  it would  implement  certain 
provisions of the  ACP-EEC  Convention  on  tro.,de  in goods  unilatcro.,lly 
as froo  1  July. 
In this  context 9  the  Council also  approved the arrangements  by 
which  rum  originating in the  ACP  States will  be  governed until 
31  Dec~nber 1975. 
These  arrangements  provide  for  a,  Community  quota to  be  admitted 
free  of duty. 
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The  Regulation  on  agricultural products and the  Decision  on 
products within the  province  of the  ECSC  likewise apply to  products 
originating in the  OCTa 
The  Council also adopted  a  RegUlation  on  interim trade arrangements 
with the  OCT  subject to  the  formulation  of a  supplementary Regulation 
on  rum  originating in the. OCT. 
Exports  of ACP  beef and  veal to the  CoiJLrnunity 
Certain ACP  Statesv  particularly Botswanav  had  on  several  occasions 
drawn the Council's attention to the major difficulties they  were 
encountering as  a  result of the  critical situation of their exports  of 
beef and veal towards  the  Community,  these  being traditional  exports 
and the mainstay  of their economy. 
In  response to these  moves  and requests  from  several Member 
Statesv  the  Council held a  detailed examination  of measures  which 
could be  introduced to assist these  countries which  have  particularly 
low incomes  without  the  principles governing the  operation of the  common 
organization of the  market  in beef and veal being  jeopardized. 
To  this end,  the  Council agreed to adopt  provisions whereby 
levies will be  reduced  by  an amount  corresponding to  90%  of the 
average levies actually  chargedv  ulthough this measure  will apply  only  where 
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the  exporter States·concerned  (Botswana,  Swazilar:d,  Kenya  and 
Madagascar)  have  actually charged an  export  tax of an  amount  equal 
to  the  abovementioned reduction in the levy. 
Internal agreements  relating to  the  ACP-EEC  Convention of Lome 
With  a  view  to  assuring implementation within  the  Community 
of the  ACP-EEC  Convention  of Lome,  the  representatives of the 
Governments  of the Member  States meeting in Council  approved 
- firstly,  the internal agreement  oi1  the  measures  and  procedures 
required for implementation of the  ACP-EEC  Convention of Lome, 
- secondly,  the internal agreement  on  the  financing  and  administration 
of Community  aidQ 
These  two  instruments,  which will be  signed as  soon  as  possible, 
will be  submitted for ratification in the Member  States  and will enter 
into  force  on  the  same  day  as  the  Convention of Lome. 
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'l:h<·  Co  ·neil,  l'"lavine;  been  informed of  the  completion of 
proceedings  on  tbe  overall  IJedi terranean approach by  the  Council 
composed  of r!Iinisters  of  A-s:;:-oiculture,  noted that  the  Commission 
was  novv  in possession of  the  directives necessary for  concluding 
negotiations with  tho  MaghrGb  countri?s. 
The  Council  8-lso  noted  tha·;;  the  Commission  fr:,lt  that it 
wo·~.-,ld  be  possiblA  :for negotiations  v.:i th Spain  to  be  pursc:ted 
~.:;hartl-y  e.ncl  that  the negotia  tion:3  with malta  cottld  also  be  resumed 
ir:t  the  nE)~}r  futrre  on  tho  b2.sis  uf  the  recent  Commission  proposals 
vvhic~1  the  l'errn9.nent  Hepreser:.tat:i.ves  Committee  l1::1d  been  instructed 
~o  st~dy With this in mind. 
Finall  1  the  C·Juncil  u.n.clertcu~'- to  devote  i tsolf actively to 
the  eleci:."JO:t_·atj_cm  of ths ncco t:i.-:.Lting  '.::irectivcs  for  the  Arc,b  Republic 
-lr)_,  /7~- I  p  ~()) . 
•  ,,  ,.  ,-:1  ·)  •1 
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WORLD  FOOD  COUNCIL 
The  Council  proceeded with preparations at  Community  level 
for  the  World  Food  Council  which is meeting in Rome  until 
27  June  1975. 
SRI  LANKA 
The  Council noted that the  outcome  of negotiations with 
Sri  Lanka  for the  conclusion of a  commercial  co-operation agreement 
with that  country raised no  further problems  for  the  Community 
and  that  the procedures  for  the  signing and  conclusion of this 
agreement  could  thus  go  ahead  wi  t:b.out  delay. 
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CODE  OF  CONDUCT  FOR  LINER  CONFERENCES 
After a  brief discussion 9  the  Cotmcil  instructed the 
Permanent  Representatives  Committee  to  study the  Commission 
proposal  of 18  June  on  the  opening of negotiations in respect 
of the United Nations  Convention  on  a  Code  of Conduct  for 
Liner Conferences.· 
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The  Governments  of the Member  States and  the  Commission  of 
the  European  Communities  were  represented as  follows: 
Belgium: 
Mr  Joseph VAN  DER  MEDLEN 
Mr  Etienne  DAVIGNON 
Denmark~ 
Mr  Jens  CHRISTENSEN 
Germany" 
Mr  Detlev Karsten  ROHWEDDER 
France: 
Mr  Michel  d'ORNANO 
Mr  Peter BARRY 
Mr  Justin KEATING 
Ital:r-
lVIr  Carlo  DONAT  CATTIN 
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Ambassador, 
Permanent  Representative 
Director-General 
State Secretary, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
State Secretary, 
Ministry of Economic  Affairs 
Minister  fo~ Industry 
Minister for Transport  and 
Energy 
Minister for  Industry and 
Commerce 
Minister for  Industry, 
Trade  and  Craft  Trades 
0  ••  /  0  •• Luxembourg: 
JI/Ir  Marcel  MART 
Netherlands~ 
Mr  R.F.M.  LUBBERS 
United  Kingdom~ 
JI/Ir  Anthony WEDGWOOD  BENN 
Commission~ 
Mr  Henri  SIMONET 
0 
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Minister for  Economic  Affairs, 
Transport  and  Tourism 
Minister for  Economic  Affairs 
Secretary of State for Energy 
Vice-President 
0 
0 
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DEVELOPMEnT  OF  ENERGY  RESOURCES 
After a  detailed discussion of the  policy to  be  adopted in 
this  sector the  C01  .. mcil agreed to  instruct the PerrJanent 
Representatives  C01:uni ttee to  continue its examination of the 
two  Commission  comrm.mications  on  this matter: 
- main  guidelines for  a  policy for  developing  energy resources 
inside  the  Conunun:i ty and within  a  wider  context of international 
co-operation 
- fina...."'1.cing  of the  energy policy by the  Community 
and to  c1ecide 1  in the light of its discussions  on  this subject 1 
on  the advisability of hol·J..ing  a  Council meeting before the  end 
of July or in early  autu..nm  with  a  vievv  to  aCJ..opting  the necessary 
guidelines in this sector. 
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COMMON  ARRANGEMENTS  APPLICABLE  TO  IMPORTS  AND  EXPORTS· OF 
HYDROCARBONS 
The  Council  had  a  general  discussion  on  whether to  introduce 
common  arrangements  for  imports  and  exports of hydrocarbons. 
The  discussion  enabled  the delegations  to  state their positions 
on this matter. 
At  the  close of the  discussion  the  Cor:lillission  annou..11ced  its 
intention of reviewing  the details of its proposal in the light 
of information given  to  certain delegations. 
The  Council  instructed the Permanent  R0presentatives  Committee 
to  resume  examination of this  subject at its level. 
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SUPPORT  FOR  JOINT  HYDROCRABON  PROSPECTING  PROJECTS 
The  Council unde'rtook  a  policy discussion  on  the  proposal 
for a  Regulation  on  support  for  joint hydrocarbon prospecting 
projects. 
The  discussion dealt  in particular with the  conditions 
under which such  a  support  system could  be  envisaged,  the 
geographical limits that might  have  to be  imposed  on  the  system 
and  the  guarantees  which  would  have  to be  provided  for such 
support  with regard to the  yield  from any deposits discovered. 
The  Council  instructed the  Permanent  Representatives 
Comm~ttee to  continue its work  in the light  of the policies 
emerging  from  the  discussion,  in order to  enable  the  Council 
to act  on this  proposal as  soon as possible. 
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FINANCIAL  ASPECTS  OF  JOINT  PROJECTS  IN  THE  HYDROCARBONS  SECTOR 
The  Council  took note  of a  Commission  communication 
specifying that  the  amount  of 25  MUA  initially set aside in 1973 
for  a  system of  Community  support  for  technological  development 
projects in the  hydrocarbons  sector was  now  inadequate  for  Community 
requirements  in view of the  considerable  changes  which  had  occurred 
since  1973,  in particular in the  cost of technological  development 
activities in the hydrocarbons  sector. 
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EURATOM  LOANS  FOR  THE  FINANCING  OF  NUCLEAR  POWER  STATIONS 
The  Council discussed  the  Commission proposal  on  the  floating 
.  . .  . .  .  . 
of Euratom loans  by the  Commission  for the  purpose  of-making a 
Community  contribution to the  financing of nuclear power stations. 
The  Council  expressed a  favourable  opinion  on  the  proposal 
and  asked the  Permanent  Representatives.  Committee  to  continue its 
work  on  this  subjec~ with all dispatch so  as  to allow the  Council 
to act  on  the  proposal as  soon as  possible. 
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EUROPEAN  CO-ORDINATION  OF  THE  ESTABLISHMENT  OF  A SUMMER-TIME 
SYSTEl'II 
In April the  French delegation  forwarded  to the  Council  a 
memorandmn·urging Membr?,r  States to  adopt  jointly a  summer  time 
system;  in a  speech to this meeting the  delegation  expanded  on 
the  information given  in the  memorandum. 
The  Council  discussed the  question  and  instructed the 
Permanent  Representatives  Cotlllnittee  to assess  the  advantages  and 
disadvantages  of establishing such a  system,  with particular 
reference  to  energy saving aspects. 
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REDUCTION  OF  OIL  CONSUMPTION 
In the  context  of the  reduction of oil consumption,  the 
Council adopted  the  Resolution  on  the  setting of a  short-term 
target  for  1975  and  received  a  further  communication  from  the 
Commission  on  energy saving targets  for 1976-1977. 
1.  The  text  of the  Resolution is as  follows: 
"THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COlYIMUNITIES, 
Havj_ng  regard to the  Treaty establishing the  European  Economic 
Community; 
Having regard to  the draft  from  the  Commission; 
Having noted  the  Commission  communication entitled 
11Energy savings  - short-term targets"  which sets out,  inter 
alia,  measures  for  reducing oil consumption; 
Considering the  Council Resolutions  of  17  December  1974  on 
Community  energy policy objectives for  1985  and  on  the 
Community action programme  on  the  rational utilization of 
energy; 
Whereas  reduction  of the  rate of growth  of internal energy 
consumption  by measures  for the rational  and  economical use 
of  energy without  jeopardizing social and  economic  growth 
objectives  is  one  of the  aims  of the  Communityvs  energy 
policy; 
Whereas  energy resources  must  be  used  rationally in order 
to  conserve  them as  much  as  possible; 
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Whereas  b;y  reducing o.il  imports  the Community  can alleviate the 
burden  on balances of payments  resul  t·i.ng  from  the  present level 
of oil  prices~ 
Whereas it therefore  appears .desirable to  establish a  target for 
the  reduction of oil  con.sumption  in the  C01:11nuni ty~ 
Whereas  the  Community  should reserve  the right also  to  set  a· 
short-term target for  subsequent years. 
1.  APPROVES~  in the light of Member  Statesv  current  forecasts,  the 
target  set~  nanely to  reduce  the  conswnption of oil within  the 
Commwli ty in  1975  to  500 million metric  tons  P  that is to  say  a 
reduction of the  order of  9%  as  compared  ~ith  1913~ 
.  .  . 
2.  REQUESTS  th(:;  l'1ember  States~  \'Tith  a  view to attaining .this 
target 9  to continue  the  efforts already under  way  iri  this 
field aild  to  take;  whatever meas:ures  are  sui  tell  to  their 
individual si  tmttions; 
3.  REQUESTS  the  Commission  to  submit  a  report to  the  Council  on  tho 
attainment of this tctrget  rmJ  on measures  taken by  tho  r:Jember 
States. 
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4.  REQUESTS  the  Commission to  submit  to the  Council  before 
30  June  1975  n  proposal  for a  short-term target  for the 
reduction  of internal  consumption  in  1976. 
5.  AGREES  to  discuss this proposal  before  31  July  1975  and 
to take  a  definitive decision  on  it as  soon as  possible and 
not later than  30  November  1975." 
2.  With  regard to the  1976-77 targets 1  the  Council  received 
a  communication  from  the  Commission,  delivered orally by 
Mr  SIMONET,  Vice-President. 
The  communication  indicated that it would  be  possible to 
achieve the  9  % reduction in oil consumption in 19J5,  thanks 
mainly to  favourable  economic  trends  and  climatic  conditions. 
To  attain the main target  for  1976,  which  was  to hold  consumption 
down  to the  1973  level  despite the growth  in the  economy,  and 
to achieve the  1977  ob,j ecti  ve,  the Commiss.ion  recommended 
measures  aimed at  effectively reducing the part  played  by 
non-useful  energy  conswnption,  viz.  wastage  and  low  efficiency. 
The  Council  once  more  emphasized how  important it felt 
this problem to be  and  confirmed its wish to achieve  concrete 
results  by  the  autwnn.  The  Council  instructed the  Perr:1anent 
Representatives  Committee  t.o  examine  the draft Resolution which 
the  Commission  intended to  submit  on  this subject. 
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VARIOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Council adopted,  in the  official languages  of the 
Cominunities, 
- the  Regulations 
- on  the  safeguard measures  provided  for  in the  Agreement 
between the •European  Economic  Community  and  the State  of 
Israel 
- establishing Community  supervision of imports  of certain 
products  originating ih the State  of Israel 
- opening,  allocating and  providing for the administration 
of a  Community tariff quota  for apricot  pulp  falling 
within subheading  ex  20.06  B II  (c)  (1)  (aa)  of the 
Common  Customs  Tariff,  originating in Israel 
- on  imports  of·fresh lemons  originating in Israel 
- derogating  from  the"definition of the  concept  of 
""originating products"  to  take  account  of the  special 
situation of Mauritius  with regard to  certain textile 
products 
- tl1e  Directive amending Directives  Nos  66/400/EEC,  66/40.1/EEC, 
66/402/EEC,  66/403/EEC  and  69/208/EEC  on  the marketing of beet 
seed,  fodder  plant  seed,  cereal seed,  seed  potatoes  and  seed  of 
oil and  fibre  plants 
- the Directive  on  the  approximatLm  of the  laws  of the  lVIember 
Sto.tes  relating to the  reverse  and  speedometer  equipment  of 
motor vehicles 
·- the  second Directive  amending Directive  No  66/L:.04/EEC  on  the 
marketing of forest  reproductive material 
- the Decision  approvj_ng  a  proposal  for  EDF  financing  of 
improvements  to  the  landing strip of the  Bonaire airfield 
(Netherlands Antilles) 
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The  Representatives of the  Governments  of the Member  States 
of the  European  Coal  and  Steel  Comrmmi ty  ~  meeting in Council, 
adopted 1  in the official languages  of the  Communities,  the 
Decision opening tariff preferences for products  coming under 
the  ECSC  and  originating in Israel. 
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The  Governments  of the Member  States and the  Commission 
of the  European Communities  were  represented as  follows  : 
Belgium  : 
M.  Gaston  GEENS 
De·r.mark 
Mr  Jens  CHRISTENSEN 
Germany 
Mr  Hans  M.ATTHOEFER 
France  : 
Mr  Michel  d'ORNANO 
Ireland  : 
Mr  Justin KEi\.TING 
.· Mr  Peter BARRY 
Italy  : 
Mr  Mario  PEDINI 
Luxembourg  : 
Mr  Marcel  Ml'-iRT 
State Secretary for.the  Bg.dge:t 
and Scientific Policy 
State Secretary, 
Ministry  of Foreign ,Affa;irs 
Minister for Research  and  Technology 
Minister for Industry 
Minister for Industry and  Commerce 
Minister for Transport  and  Energy 
Minister for Scientific Research 
Minister for  Economic  Affairs, 
Transport  and  Energy 
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Mr  R.F.M.  LUBBERS 
United Kingdom  ~ 
Mr  Anthony  WEDGWOOD  BENN 
Lord  BESWICK 
Commission  ~ 
Mr  GuidoBRUNNER 
0 
- 3  -
0 
Minister for  Economic  Affairs 
Secretary of State for  Energy 
Minister of State, 
Department  of Industry 
Member 
0 
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TECHNOLOGICLL  PROBLEMS  OF  NUCLEAR  SAFE'TY 
The  Council  discussed this question  on  the basis  of an  oral 
progress report  by  the  Chairman  of the Permanent Representatives 
Committee.  The  debate  revealed a  trend broadly  ih favour  of a 
draft Resolution  on  the intensification and acceleration of 
co-operation between Member  States  on  a  Comm'\.mity  level in 
this sensitive sector. 
The  Council  instructed the Permanent  Representatives 
Committee  to  continue its preparation of the  draft Resolution 
with all despatch  so that the  Council might  adopt it before 
the holidays. 
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REVIEW  OF  THE  JRC  MULTI:ANNU:.-l.L  RESE.<iRCH  ·AND  TRAINING  PROGRfllVJl1JIE 
AND  THE  NEW  ACTIVITIES  FOR  THE  PETTEN  ESTABLISHJ11IENT 
At  the  close  of a  detailed discussion1  eight  delegations 
agreed  on  new  proposals relating to the  review  of the  JRC 
multiannual  research and  training programme  and to new  activi-
ties for the Petten establishment. 
Th8  German  delegation said it was  unable,  at this 
juncture 1  to agree  on  thes8  proposals and  entered a  reservation  on 
thein.  It sto.ted that it would announce as  soon as possible 
whether it could  change its position on  this subjecta  If it 
could not,  this  i tern  would  be  entered afre·sh  on  the  Council's 
agenda. 
The  arrangements  which  met  with  the approval  of  eight 
delegations  consisted of the  following aspects 
- reviev  of the allocations for the  objectires  of the  JRC 
multiannual  programme  with no  change  in activities.  In  order 
to  compensate  for the  effects  of inflation,  the maximum 
amount  of thG  oxpGnditure  cow.mitmcnt  for the multiannuCJ.l 
programme  would.  be  increased to 216  MUA  ; 
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- revision  o-f  certain objectives within a  constant  total  sv.m 
(essentiall  technical  adjustments)~ 
- prepar:J.tion  of future  ,JRC  proe;rmmnes  (to this  end~  an 
appropriation of 0.9  LillA  is provided  to  cover  expenditure 
in  "1975  ::md  1976) " 
- new  activities to  be  undertc>Jcen  at  the  Pette11  Establishment  -
reseo-rch in the  spheres  of  "hie;h  temperature  materials"  and 
"reference  standqrds  and.  substances".  The  additional 
resources  involved under  these  progra.mmes  would  be  5. 2  ~/IUA 
and  70  st2ff  (some  of which  are  entered in the1975  "budget). 
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MANAGEliiiEN'r  AN:;)  STOHA.GE  OF  HADIOACTIVE  WAS·r:c 
The  Council  adopted  a  fivt:-;year  envjronmenta1  prograrrnne 
concerning the  management  anc  storage  of  radio9.ctive  waste. 
The  aim of the  programme  vvil=- be  the  joint development  and 
perfectiEg of. a·· system of management  of radj_oacti  ve  waste 
produced  by the nuclear  indus·~r:." wh.ich,. at its various  stages  y 
affords  man  and  ~'lis  environment  the  best  protec·cion possible. 
Tbis  prograrrnne,  tc which  an  ammmt  of 19.16  MUA 
allocatedv  will  ~-­
vmrk  tu 
<""  ., ""',7'] 
o.....~.· ..  '.'!ill  cover 
solve  certain technologica1  problem;:.~  posP.d  by the  processing, 
storC).ge  1  unO.  d:i sposal  cf  rc.~c.ioactive  waste, 
?roce~:~s:.ng  ~  --------·-
high-activl'ty solid wastG;  decontc.min&.tion  and  conditionjng 
oi:'  irrc:vli_ateC'.  fuel  e] emer:,_·~  claddL"~g> 
h:i.gll  act2 vity so::...id  wa<:<te:  im:~obi.J_i:r;acicn  of calcined  waste 
±·rom  fission  prod'~ccts  ir.  a  ffif:-'tal  matrix~ 
- plutonit.1:1-contc:~.minated  so1 id  wA-ste~  incineration process; 
-·  compo.Tat ive  stuciy  of the  ',JrO-:Jerties  o±'  vr.:u ions  materials 
suitable  f'or  the  iwmobiliza  t ion of high-activity w2.ste. 
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. Storage and  disposal  : 
- storage  of solidified radioactive waste  in engineered 
structures; 
disposal  of radioactive waste  in suitable geological 
formations,  including those  formations  already being 
studied 
storage  of gaseous  wo.ste. 
Study  of an advanced management  model  : 
- separation anu  roc.';clin':'"  of long·-lif.:  w:1stG  (.cwtinides). 
to contribute  towards  the  definition of a  general 
framework  (legal,  administrative and financial)  within 
which  implementation  of storage and  disposQl  of radioactive 
waste  will be  effective. 
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CONJr.~ON POLICY  ON  SCIENCE  AND  TECHNOLOGY 
The  Council  took note of a  statGrnent  by the Belgian State 
Secretary on  the  progress of the  preparation Of. a· c·oriiffioil  pcilicy 
on  science  and  technolog;y. 
The  Belgian State  Secretary  emphasized in this  co~ection 
that the  Community  was  half way  through  the period laid down  in 
the  Council Resolutions of  14  January  1974  for preparing the 
implementation of a  con~on policy in the  sphere of science  and 
technology. 
These  preparations included,  inter alia,  a  comparison  and 
examination of member  States'  national policies and  of the ... 
object.ives  aimed at by  them,  in order to work  out  common 
objectives. 
The  Belgian State Secretary said that this aspect of the 
work  of preparation had lagged behind the  progranune  of work 
appended  to  the Resolutions  of 14  January  1974. 
He  stressed that  the  comparison  o:f  national research 
policies must  be  speeded up  and given  enough real impetus  by 
focussing  on  certain sectors,  in line with the  wish  expressed 
by the  CREST  Committee  at its meeting  on  10 January  1975. 
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He  a1;::o  st0ted  }·:d,s  co;Lern  tha-c.  the  Conunt:ni t;y  should 
avoid  thcorntical discussion and  academic  activity in the 
field  of  :cese~t::.·ch.  The  t:::Lrgot  to  be  achieved  promptlJ and 
one  ·nhich  would  jl/.stify  the  prepars.tory activity referred to 
in the  R<';f30h~tions  of  14  January  197  4  was  the  implementation 
of  specific  research projects. 
'I'he  State  Secretary also  drew  his  colleagues'  attention to 
the  problems  a:ri sj_ng  from  the  great  n'j-~11be:r  ancl. 1  on  occasions  7 
from  the  insufficiently precise  terms  of reference,  of  the 
various  working  p?.r-:;:i_cs  and  comrni ttees responsible  for  the 
Co:rmm).l1ity' s  scientific research. 
In '.Ti?.'!T  o~:  the  import;.:J.nce  ,::n1J.  comrlP.xi ty  of  the  matters 
:  .. :-
.C.d 
to fix  a  fresh  dat~ for  a  ~eating to  discuss  t~B abovementioned 
pcin·~~.:;  ::.n.  detail,  In his  o~•-i >>.ion,  tlw  next  Cou.ncil  meeting  on 
(mergy  should  qlso  concern itseJ.f wj.th  preparations for  the 
,Joint  RP-snf.:'.Y'Ch  Centre~  s  new  1.:.1'-.lltia."YLYJ.ua.l  progro.mme  and  ,1.dopt 
the  mc;:lti:::~nnua:i_  pro:;r;3Jmne  on  therwonucl.ear fusion. 
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ENERGY  R-:;;SEARCH  ANTI  DBVELOPI'C':NT  PROGRAJ.'DVIE 
Seven  del,;;gdtions  r:,greed  on  the  energy  research and 
development  programme  proposed  b.  the  Commission,  involving 
a  r.~aximurrt  amo1.mt  of  59  rmA~  s.  staff of  27  and  a  period of 
four years  from  1  ~Q  1975. 
The  progra.Jnmro  \'!OFlcl  be  reviewed before  the  end  of  1976  so 
as  to  allow  th.~  implei::tentu.tion  of any  amenclments  to  the 
progr:.cmme  resulting from  this  n~view in e;lrly  1977  at  the 
latest. 
It would  :-'llSO  be  ::;,greed  to  m;.'-ke  c:lV:::tilable  a  first  hL'dgetc,ry 
instalment  of  12  I'IUA  reserved  for  the  first  stag2  of  the 
progrCJ.mme,  from  1  JpJ"  1975  to  31  December  1976,  and  to  decide 
on  the  second  budbetary  instalment  aft·2r  the  prograr.Lrne  ha.d 
been  reviewed, 
The  Ger~ill delegation reserved its position at this 
j"Lmctl're- it will  inforrJ  the  Council,  ro,fter  its Governoent 
has  m?.d8  ;,,  fresh  examination,  whether it vvill  be  ~1ble  to gi  vr~ 
its :1greement,  If not  1  the  !1:•.ttc~r  will  be  svbni tted to  tr_e 
Council  ;_:_fy·,::sh. 
The  Ito:1lio.n  d.eleg.:::ttion  also naintaincd its reserv::ttion 
on  this ;-:ntter  tt  this  r:3Ltg:::  -:.Jf  tho  proceedings. 
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The  technic:::tl  content  of this programrne 9  in the  forD  of 
indirect action,  will cover  the  following  sectors: 
-energy conserv-:ttion  (maximtun  amount  11.38  v.'IUA); 
- production  and utilization of hydrogen  (  maxinn:~m amovnt 
13.24 l/lUA): 
- solar energy  (m''l.ximum  ctnount  17.50  NIUA):. 
- geotherm2.l  energy  (maximv.m  amo1.mt  13.00  LIUA); 
- s,rstems  analysis~  development  of models  (amount  3.88  MUA). 
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